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PREFACF

, ,

In today's complex society, learners need to be
prepared to experience situstions they will..encounter
In'the Puture: °Consequently, news media_presentations
have evidenced an intense and genuine concern on'the
part of government and the/citizenry about he qualityof AmOrican educaticin. Accountability has Iecome an
accepted rule in an effort to imp e the rocesa of
education forAhe benefit of learne s. A national
movement to improve education and its accountAllity

...has produced
sevpral.important.developments amongthese is Competency-Based

Instruction.

Competencyfbased instruction is a means .pf educaT
tion. based upon the identification and attafnment of'"
prespecified, role-relevant'outcomes. To be competent
implies thf a learner be well qualified and posstsscertain dbities and qualities within a specified

.content area. That is, competency based instruction
sysiem designed to develop prespecified knowledge,

and'attitudes in learners who are enrolled'in,an educational program.

. Included within this publication are four compe-
tency catalogs of tasks for Virginia's Industrial AAs.
Prograts. These include catalogs on Exploring Tech-lnology, Modern Industry, Construction, and Manufacturin.

: The purpose of these are to establish a basis &)r.pro.,
gram content selection and.criterion levels from,which

',one may measure to see if individual learners.have
achieved ia minimal level of competence through study
in a parkicular course. In this.manner a means to
improve educat,ion and its accountability to citizenry
can tioe designed based uponthe identification and
attainment'of prespecified'outcomes for the industrial
arta content area.

A '
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INTRODUCTION

In the summer.of 1-4-71%' The Industrial ArtA_-
Curriculum K-12 was introduced. This plan outlined
the preferred caurses, course soqUences, and purposes
which should be addressed in Virginia industrial arts
programs. However, the model curriculum plan did not
es'tablish ocact knowledge, skills, and attitudes
which all learners should possess as thvy exit
particular programs.

purpose of the following competency catalog
of tasks is to estahl sh a basis for program content
selection 'and critërl n levels from which one may
measure to. see if in ividual learners have achieved
a minimal level of competence through study in a par-
ticular course. In this manner a means to improve
education and it,s accountability to citizenry can be
designed baged upon the identification and attainment
of prespecified outcomes.4 for the industrial arts
content area. Aithough this catalog is designed and

.preaented in a sequencial order of task,statements,
it does not mean that it must he structured into
local programs in this order. Indiv'idual instructors
may choose to re#tructure the seqpence of competency
tasks to meet local needs:

In preparing this catalog considerable research
and yalidation was undertake!) to.specify rhose minimal
tasks which everylearner enrolling in the course should
be able to perform. The format of this and other
catalogs includes the following areas: area of CCM-
petence, conten /concept, task, criterion referenced
measure, and pe formance guides. The area of compe-
tence 1denttftp the industrial arts course for which
the particula task was prepared. Content/concept
Jdentifies the sub-area with lpich the particular task
is 9ssociated. The task is the'knowledge, skills or
,attitudes which the learner should possess after
'instruction in the industrial arts class. 'Criterion
references measures are medns to identify if the
leaher c n successfUlly perform the stated task and

pe rmence guides are sub-tasks which lead to
the-develop of the knowledge, skills and attitudes



identified in the tasks. These areas are illustrated
ttr-ii\iin' Table 1.- It should be not t I t performance

objectives have been omitted from t e catalogs of
tasks. This was done to allow individual instructors '
to develop abjectives they see necessary to meet the
local learning environment.

k

In Table 2 is identified the location of this
course in the total program of industrial arts for
Virginia. Other competeno catalogs are contained in
this publication and the remaining catalogs may be
Obtained from the Industrial Arts Education Service,
Division of Vocational Education, Department of
Education, P,O. Box 6Q, Richmond, Vlrginia 23216.

4
FORMAT DESCRIPTION

AREA OF COMPE TENCE Identifies the industrial arts course for which the
particular task was prepared.

CONTENT /CONCEPT kfentifies the sub-area which the particular task is
associated.

TASK Identifies the knowledye, skills, or attitudes which the learner should
possess af completing instniction in the industrial arts class.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: The means to identify if the leaner
can successfully perform the stated task.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES: Identifies sub-tasks which lead lo the development
of kite knowledge, skills, and attitudes identified in the tasks.

TABLE 1

4



The Industrial Art, Curriculum

1Rvel Goal Program
,

Elementary School
.

Learning Reinforcement -

.

Industrial Arts activities
integrated within the
elementary curriculum

Middle or
Junior High School

orwtwon ..d lploration
.

,

OLxplcrirg lechnolcgy
Modern Industry
Constructior
Manufacturing

.

,

High School

s

4...N

technic41
,

,

Coomunicatior Technolg4Y
Materials ard Processes Technolcgy
Power and Transportation Technolcu

Architectural Drcwirg
easic Technical Drawing
il,ectricity and.Electronics
Energy and Power
Engineering Drawino
Craphic Communications
Metals Technology
Woods lechnolOgX

.

Pnrsonol inrichment
aneral Industrial Arts
industrial Crafts

.,

TABLE 2. ...R.O.... A
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EXPLORING-TECHNOLOGY

7.
Course Code

8461 (36 weeks)

8464 (18 weeks)

COURSE DESCRIPTION:

Students make projects that copy model's of
sigpificant inventiops that have advanced society and
the work people do. Basic study units include tools
and machines, power and energy, transportation,
communication, manufacturing, construction or societal
concerns.

COURSE COALS:

Expertences and attivities of this INDUSTRIAL ARTS
course will enable the student to:

1 I recall the im ortance of histdry in the develop-
, . ment of techno ogy.

.

1.2 identify with oral discussion or writing the
application of tools, machines, and materials in
cultural development.

1.3 identify resources for Ataining occupational
itlformation.

1.4 locate and use resources on technology related
topics.

2.1 cons.truct'a scale model displaying craftsmanship.
and t6o1 skills.

erelate how technology cat solve4a problem while
creating:gther problems.



3.2 recognize that all jobs are important and that
work has self-gratifying value.

SUGGESTED TOPICAL,OUTLINE:

I. Introduction to Technological-Development

II4 Area Identification
Transportation, Pow
114pls and Machine
A. Subtopic Ide

Construction se
1. rilbdel development
2. report development
3. display development

Seminar Phase
.

nufacturing,'COnstruction,
and Energy, CommunicatiOn,
Societal Concerns)

ation

.411111.

B.

C.

Area Identification (Manuf turing, Construction,
Transportation, Power an nergy, ,Communication,
Tools and Machines., or ocietal Concerns)
A. Subtopic Identification
B. Construction Phase

I. model development
2. report development
3. display development

C. Seminar Phase

Area Identification (Manufacturing, Construction,
Transportation, Power.-and Energy, Communication,
TOols a40.Machlnes, or Societal Concerns)
A. SubtoivIc Identification
B. Constinction Phase

1. model development
2. report devglopment
3. display development

C. Seminar Phase

**V. Area Identification (Manufacturing, Construction,
Transportation, Power and Energy, CommuniCation,

418.

11



Tools and ilachines or Societal Concerns)
A: Subtopic rdentificaelol
B. Construction Phase

1. model development
2. repori development
3. -dtspl0 development

C. Seminar Phase

.vr. The. industrial Arts Student Association

Noik

** Include In 36 week courset.c

NOTE: Area Identification should be rotated through
various areas of technology ap.time.permits:.

11
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AREA OF COMPETENCE: gxploi.ing Technology

Sb

TASK 0 I

V

CONTENT/CONCEPT: . IntroduetiOn .

TASK: Recall the Tmpoi-tance 'of History in the
Devel@pmen.of TechriologY.

-CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: .Describe the signifi-
cance that the foollowfng eras of technology
have had on.Xhe de'velopment.of people and -

Aocietjes: Pre-History, Age of the EmpireS4
Modern Crafts Era, Machine Age, Power he,
and the Atomic Age.

PERFORMANCE GU/DES:

r

1. Trace the history of t hnology.

, .\106,

2. .View films on the deve opmen itechnologg.
3. Construct a time line of one'era of '

technology.
4. Visit, a local museum.



TASK # 2

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Exploring Technology

,

'CONTENT/CONCEPT: 'Introduction

TASK: Describe the Anthropologicll Appionch to the
Study of Technology.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: list the purpose of the
'anthropological unit as (1) a recognition and
"appr-eciation.of our material heritage, (2) ttie
fhvedeiveness of the minds of the past, (3) and
to relate our apprec4tion of toorgSr's world of
technology.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Review.the'Make up of this claas activity.
2.. Discuss the purpose of this unit of study.
3.. View resblts of examplsry unit studies.

1 4
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TASK f 3

iREA OF COMPETENCE:--Fxploring Technology

4

*

CONTENT/CONEPT: Area IdenWication

t.

, USK: Identify Potential Major Areas Mit Study for an
Anthropotogic;l Unit.

ti

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: List and describe the
hastc technologicat.elements common to and
contribUting to all civilized mankind as
transportation, communicAion, manufacturing,
construction, tools and machines, power and
energy, or.their resulting societal 'concerns.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. 'Observe teacher presentatiops on contribu-
tions of technology4fo civilization.

2. 'View hiatoric'al charts of the development
. of areas 'of technology.

3. . Discuss the major areas of technology
including transporta.ion, communication,
manufacturing, const ction, tooli and
machines, power aftd energy., and resulting

.

societal concerns.

It;
,
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TASKji 4

,

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Exploring Technology

COUENT/CONCEPT: Areas Identification'

-7 r
TASK: bescribe CrIteTia for the Selection "of a

Te2chng4ca1 Area of Study. .

\

CRITERION REFEAENCED MEASURE: LiSt criteria for the
selectiom Cf IA technological area Of study,
including the following: class interest,
available.resources, available tools, and

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Participate in class discussionson
,criteria for the selection of an area -of
stlAy.

2. Compile_a list of criteria fflr the sele
tion of an'area of study

3.. Presentation by librarian on avails e

resources foeunits of study in technology.
4. .Tour of industrial arts facility to

determine tools and supplies available.
S. Identify Available commuity resourCes.for

the seudy of tecbnology..
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TASK # 5

AREA OforeOMPETENCE: .Explorinit.Zechnology

aTh

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Are'as Identification

TASK: Select a Technological Area of Study.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Select the initial
area of study Erom the foldowing list using
established criteria: transportation,
communication, m'aetufacturtng, construction,

'tools and machines, power and energy, on
their resulting societal concerns.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Discuss the democratic process of //

selection.
2. Establish a method for area gelection j
3. Use established criteria'and democratiCally

select a technological area for An
anthropological unit of study. .



TASK 6

v

-

AREA OF COMPETtNCE: EXploring TechnOlogy

4/ENT/CONCEPT: Subtopic Identification

TASK: ACquire a'n Awareness of Possible Subtopics
Relating to an Anthropological Unit.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Lfst possible subtopics
for the selected tectItiological area of study.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Observe teacher presentations on
significant subtopics Of a. seleaed
technological. area.

2. Review reference books to identify
possible subtopics.

3. Participate in class listinga, of potent al
Area subtopics.



TASK # 7

00

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Exploring Technology
4

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Subtopic Identification

TASK: 'Identify Criteria for the Selection of an Area
Subtopic.

CRITERION REFERENCED MkASURE: List criteria for the
seleqion of a technological area subtopic
including:

1.- Having made a contribution to the growth

2. Having a Vstory which may be traced.
3. Being, inefresting to you.
4. InVolVfng a variety of construction

operatiors and materials.
5. Having *ving pmrts if possible.
6. Being socf:11y acceptahle.
7. Lendfrig it elf to available resource

material. \

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

, 1. Participate in c ass discussion of 'II

criteria for the' election of a subtopic.
2. list additional crtgerla for the selectfon

of a subtopic.



4

*or
TASK # 8

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Exploring Tejhnology

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Subtopic Identification

TASK: Select a Subtopic to Study.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Choose a subtopic of
study from a major area of technological
study using established criteria.

PERFORMAkE GUIDES:

--le lib,
I. !latch. establig ed*rieeria for.the

selection of a subtopieewith a list of
possible topics..

2. Select individual subtopics to investigate
employing"the anthropological approach to

. the' study of technology.

a



..TASK 0. 9

. t

AREA OF CCHPETENCE: Ex'ploring 'Technology

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Subtopic IdentifiCation

TASK: Establish Standards on Student Expectation
Levels.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: List standards for
pr.ofect, repoit, add display construction as
established by the instructor and class.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Discuss standards utilized in iAdustry.
2. Establish standards for model.project

tconstruction.including size, cost, tools
used, time, etc.

3. Edtabliel standards for rep4f,t composition'
incpdipg 'format, length, etc.

4. Establish standards for display construc-
ft-on including size, format; graphlc

representations, design; etc.
5. List all standards loestudent expectation

levels.

/ 9
410
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TASK I 10

AREA OF COMPETENCE Exploring Techntiogy

A

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Subtopic IdentiftcationN

TASK:, Acquire a Knowledge.of Available'Resouftes,
Tools, and Materials for Project Instruc-
tional Outcomes.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Describe resources,
tools,.and materials available for project,
report, and display conStruction.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Visit the library to-identify sources of
information available for a selected
subtopic.

2. Tour industrial arts facility to
identify tools, machines, and materials
available to accomplish subtopic con-
struction and display.

3. Search community retources available for
the development of ajubtopic.

4. Confirm or reselect subtopics after
review of available resources, tools, and
materials.

9()
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TASK # 11

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Exploring Technology

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Construction Phase

TASK: Develop Skill in Project.Planning.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Demonstrate skill in
project planning including researching,
consulting, constructing, and programming.

4

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

.. Observe presentations on how industry

i)
employs planning in the.development of

, .projects.
2. Observe presentations on the development

- of working drawings.
3. Construct Working drawings for a selected

technological development.
4. Plan for the construction of a technological

developm-ent including a bill of Materials
and op!ration analysis sheet.



TASK #

AREA OF COMPETENCE: 'Exploring TechnologY

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Construction Phase

1ASK: Develop Skill in Model Construction.

dr

C.,

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Demonstrate skill
in the construction of an anthropological
model following established program criteria.

PIRFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Discuss laboratory safety procedures.
2. Develop skill in the safe use of tools d

machines needed to construct an anthropologi-
cal model.

,3. Develop skill in fastening practices needed
to construct an anthropological model.

4. Develop skill in finishing practices needed
to construct an anthropological model.

5. Construct an anthreSpologicalItNeel.



TASK,# 13

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Exploring Technology

COLNT/CONCEPT: Construction Phase '

TASK: Develop Skills in Preparing Reports.

GRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Demonstrate skill in
preparing an anthropological unit report
including purpose, procedures, schematics or
pictures, historical or scientific factors, .

social contributions, equipment utilized,
references and resources contacted.

s

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1 Observe presentations on the value of the.
written research report.

2. View examples of exemplary written research
reports.

3. Review standards established by the class '
on the composition of a research report.

4. Visit other school personnel to seek help
in iesearching, writing, and preparing a
written research report.

5. Write a research'report on a selected
technological development.



TASK # 14 /

AREA OF WMPETENCE: Exploring Technology

CONtENT/CONCEPT, OtArstruttio Phase
6

TASK: Develop Skill in Constructing Displays.

CRITERION.REFERENCED MEASURE: Demonstrate skill .in
the construction of a group anthroporogical

,display following established program criteria.

,)

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

l. Observe a presentation on the role of th
display and display techniquetr including
charts, diagrams, technical arts,and'
sthematics.

2. Construct's display representing an
anthropologiCal unit of study.

9 r



TASK # 15

AREA,OF COMPETENCE: Exploring Technology

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Seminar Phase

TASK: Develop Skill in Conducting a Seminar.

4

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASUltE: DAmonstrate skill in
conducting a seminar including inviting
visitors, recording, introductions, progress
reports, feature presentations, group problems,

* topics of interest and closing commnts.

PERFORMANCE 'GU/DES:

1. Observe a presentation on the purpcsse of a

seminar.
2. piscuss the roles of seminar participants.
3. Observe a presentation On how to give an

oral presentation.
4. Observe a presentation on the role of

media for makIneinformation clear to
others.

4 5.. Prepare Al conduct semin'ars including
inviting visitors, recordiruk information,..
giving introductions, making progress
reports, giving feature presentations,
discussing group problems, discussing
topics of.interest and closing'comments.
to report the progress of the anthro-

pological unit.

9 mi
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TASK # A6

AREA OF COMPETENCET''Exploring Technology

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Seminar Phase

TASK: Develop an Awareness of the Effects Technology
has had on People and Society.

CRIITERIR REFERENCED MEASURE: Describe the effects
) thk technology has had on people and

socie s through participation in seminar
discussio s,

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Participate in a seminar as moderators
timekeepers, presenters, listeners,* and
evaluators,

. Critique seminar presentations.
Offer consultations and splutiondto
problems presented in seminars.

4: Discuss the effect4 that technological
developments have had 'on people and
societies.



TASK # A.I.A.S.A.ik

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Exnlorirg Technolor-

CONTENT/CONCEPT: It% Class industrial Arts Student
Association

TAW: Participation (involvement) in a democratic
organization with activities_using course
content.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Participate with other
students itrorganized activities using industrial
resources, leadership or followership, service or
enterprise projects and'recognition for uorkran,
ship._

4

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

I. Organize class into personnel syster for
democratic decision making 'and leader/
follower development.

2. Invite speakers/to class and use resources of
industry and technology from the community.

3. Carry out worthy group activities and projects
to improve or serve school or community.

4. Operate'an enterprise systeT to produce item
of economic value.

5. Encourage competition in areas of course to
motivate and recognize achievement.

NOTE: .These performance guides are expandIid
the publication titled Student Association'
Activitiei in Industrial Arts Instruction
available from the Industrial Arts'Service,
Virginia Department of Education, Richmond,
Virginia 23216.

Cf
9(1
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INTRODUCTION

In the summer of A977, The Industrial Arts
Curriculum K-12 was introduced. This plan outlined
the preferred courses, coutse-sequences, and purposes
which should be addressed In Virginia industrial arts
programs.. However, the model curriculum plan did not
establish exact knowledge, skills, and attittides
which all learners should 'possess as they exit
particular programs.

The purpose of the following competency-tatalog
"of tasks is to-establish a basis for program content
selection and criterion levels from Which one may
measure to see if individual learners have achieved
a minimal level of competence through study in a par-

'ticular course. In this manner a means to improve
-education and its accountability to citizenry can be
designed based upon the identification and attainment
of prespecified outcomes for the industrial.arts

vontent area. Although this'catalog is designed and
presented in a sequencial order of -task statements,

, ,,t does not mean that it must be structured into
local programs in tfiis order. Individual instructors
may choose to restructure the sequence of competency
tasks to meet local needs.

In preparing this catalog considerable research
and validation was'undertaken 'to specify those minimal
tasks which every learner enrolling in the course shOuld
be able to perform. The format of,this and other
catalogs includes the following areas: area of com-
petenCe, content/concept, task, criterion referenced
measure, and performance guides. The area of compe-
tence identifies the industrial arts course for which
the particular task was prepared: Content/concept
identifies the sub-area with which-the particular task
Is associated. The task is the kdowledge, skills or
attitudes whtch the learner should possess after
instruction-in the industrial arts class. Criterion
references measbres are means to identify if the
learner can successfaly perform the stated task and
finlly, tOerformance guides aresub-tasks which lead ,to
the development of the knowledge, skills and attitudes
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identified in the tasks. These areas are illustrated
in Table 1. It should be noted that performance
objectives have been omitted from the catalogs of
tasks. This was done to allow individual instructors
to develop objectives they see necessary to meet the
local learning environment.

In Table 2 is identified the location of this
course in the total program Of industrial arts for
.Virginia.. Other competency catalogs are contained in
this publication and the remaining catalogs may be
obtained frorti the Industrial Arts Education Service,
Division of Vocational Education, Department of
Education, P.O. Box 6Q, Richmond, Virginia 23216.

) FORMAT DESCRIPTION ..

AREA OF COMPETENCE Identifies the industrial arts course for which the
particular task was prepared.

CONTENT/CONCEPT Identifies the sub-area which the particular task is
associated.

TASK Identihes the knowledge, skills, or attitudes which the learner should
possess after completing instruction in the industrial arts class.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE. The means to identify if the !canter
can successfully perform the stated task .

PERF ES: klentifins sub-tasks which lead to the development
, skills, and attitudes identified in the tasks.

TABLE I
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The Industrial Arts Curriculum
. ,

. , .

,

.

.

Level Goa I , Program

Elementary School
.

learnIng Reinfor(ement
Industrial Arts,ectivities
integrated within the
elemental), curriculur

M iddle or
Juniqr High School

OrmentatIon 4nd Exploration

.

Exploring lechnolegy
Podern Industry
Construction
Manufacturing

,

.

.

.

H igh School

.

lochpi(al
/

/

.
Coimunicatior Technology
Materials ard Processes Technology
Power and Transportation Technology

Architectural Drewirg

Basic Technical Drawing
Electricity end Electronics
Energy and Power
Engineering Drawino

..

Craphic Cceenunications
Metal% Technology
Woods Technology ,

Ppr%OftiAl [nr1Lhment
Ceneral Industrial Arts
Indultrial Craft%
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COURq DESCRIPTION:

?DERN INDUSTRY

Course Code
8462 (36 weeks)
8463 (18 weeks)

Om.

Students construct group projects to learn about
two major types of industries: (1) the proceSs/project

. Industry, which converts raw materials into More
useful,f6rms and (2) the production industry, which uSes
the assembly line. Students organize and run their own .

industry. The products or projects are made for
personal use or to sell.

COURSE COALS:

Experiences and activities of this INDUSTRIAL ARTS
course will enable the student to:

1.1 identify the procedures for processing a seledted
raw material Anto 4 more useful form.

1.2 identify the management practices'which are
necessary for a project-industry contract.

1.3 identify the job entrance requirements for'five
selected occupations.

1.4 exhtbit basic knowledge of career opportunities in
the project-indUstry.

2.1 use a managed production system'to produce a
product or project.

2.2 perform the skills in several areas of the
production industry.
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2.3 demonstrate techniques for securing a job.

3.1 discuss the safety measures ne ssary in a
production industry.

3.2 relate the necessity of selling, distributing and
servicing.an industrial product.

3.3, plan'wisely before producing goods and §ervices.

SUGGESTED TOPICAL OUTLINE:

I. Process Industries.
A. aelection of an industry
B. Personnel organization
C. Construction phase

1. Project development
2. Presentation development
.3. Publication development

D. SeminarPhase

Production Industries
A. Selection of a product
B. Management -

C. Production
D. Instructional Presentation.
E. Seminar

**III Project Industries
A. Selection of an Industry
B. Personnel Organization
C. Construction Phase

1. Project development
2. Presentation.development
3. Publication development

**TV. Production Industries
A. Selection of a Product
B. Management
C. Production
D. Instructf.onal Presentation
E. Seminar



** Included in 36 week course.

NOTE: Second production Endustries unit should be
more student directed if time permits inclusion
into the program.



TASK # 1

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Modern Industry
(Process/Project industries)

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Introduction

TASK: DesCribe the Group Process/Project Approach to
the Study of 6ntemporary Industry.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: List the purpose of the
group process/project approach to the study of
contemporary industry as the study of one
industry in depth.

PERFORMANCE GUtDES:

0- 1. Discuss the group process/project approach.
2. Discuss the purpose of the unit.
3. Observe results of the group procegs/

project approach units.
.4. Differentiate between process and project

industries.
4

5. Establish research groups.
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TASK 0 2

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Modern Industry
(Process/Project industries)

CONTENT/CONCEPT: S'election of an Industry,

TASK: Identify Potentiar Major Units of Study for
the Group Process/Project Approach.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: List and desceib
pbssible.group.process/project'approaches to
the study of contemporary industry to include,
but not be limited to, steel, cement, aluminum,
copper, lumber, glass, coal, hydroelectlic,
rubber, bread, and paper process industries and
ships, .airports, buildings, power-generating
systems, and space project industries.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

Research possible unit topics for process
industries.

2. Research possible unit topics for project
industries.

3. Identify local process/project industries.
4. Participate in the group lipting of possible

unit topics for process industries.
5. Pdrticipate in the group listing of possible

unit topics for project industries.

39
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TASK # 3

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Modern Industry
(Process/Piolect Industries)

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Selection of an Industry

.TASK: Establish Criteria for Illdusitry Selection.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: List criteria for the
selection of a contemporary industry including:
I. Availability of resources.
2. Importance of the industry to

contemporary society.
3. Construction possibilities.
4. Social acceptance, and
5. Time, materials, and resources availatile.

'PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. OYserve a presentation onscriteria for the
selection of a process or projects
industry to study.

2. Establish additfOnal class criteria for
ttre study of a prdcess or project industry.

0
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TA6K # 4

r-

AREA' OF COMPETENCE: Modern Industry
(Process/Project Industries)

CONTENT/CONCEPT: ...Selection of an Industry

TASK: Select a Contemporary.InduStry. to Studa
.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: -Select an industry to
study employing the group process/project
approach to contemporary industry using
established, program criteria.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

Participate in the democratic process of
aelection.

2, Select a contemporary pr3cess/project
industry to study employing democratic
means and established criteria.

I.

S.
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TASK # 5

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Modern industry
(Vrocess/Projectirindustries)

4r

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Personnel Organization

TASK: Identify' Possible Job Titles for a Personnel
Organization.

CRITERION REFERENCED.MASURE: List artd describe,the
f011owing occupations'assoCiaTed with
contemporary industry: projedt director,
safety directox, design director, design
group, procurement director, education.dIrector,
project, coordinator, construction engineer,
electrical engineer, construction group, union
steward,,director of accOunts and records, and
research director.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Observ a presentation on industrial per-.
sonnel organizgtion.

2. Participate in a discussion of the
responsibilities of the following industrial
occupations: project director, safety
director, design director, design group,

c procurement director, education director,
project coordinatpr, construction engineer,
electrical engineer, conStruction group,
union steward; director of accounts and
records, and research director.

Gt;



TASK f 6

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Modern Industry
(Process/Project Industr )

'CONTENT/CONCEPT: Personnel Organizat

ci)TASK: Develop Skill in Structuring Organization
Charts.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE:_ Demonstrate skill in
constructing an organization chart for a
selected industry.

A.-

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Observe a presentation on the purposeof
organization charts.

2. View sample drganization charts;
3. Construct 4 industrial organizational chart

for a process/project industry including
overall class organization and individual
research group organizations.



TASK.# 7

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Modern Industry

:\ (Proceaa/Project Industries)

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Personnel Organization

TASK: Select Roles to be Played in the Study of a
Contemporary Industry.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Identify and describe
abilities associated with particular occupa-
Lions of an industry.

. PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

_Je

I. Observe a presentation on work modes or
styles (conventional, creative, investi-.
gative, enterprizing, mechanical, and
social) for industrial occupations.

2. Select students .to assume roles in the
established organizational'chart for the
group project.

4

4
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TASK # 8

AREA OF CCEPETENCE: Moriern industry
(Process/Project Industries)

CONTENT/CONCEPT: personnel Organization

TASK: Role-Play an Occupation in a Selected
Conte4orary Indu-stry.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Role play selected
occupations of a contemporary industry
including using resources, tools, and.
materials to assemble projects, presentations,
displays, publications, and exhibits.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Participate in simulation exercises
related to industrial -occupations.

2. Participate as industrial workers in the
assembly of projects, presentations,
displays, publications; and exhibits.



TASK # 9

A OF COMPETENCE: Modern Industry
(Process/Project Industries)

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Construction Phase

TASK: Develop Skill in Planning a Research Unit on a
Contemporary Industry.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Demonstrate skill in
planning and decision making in the assembly
of group projects, presentations, displays,
publications, and exhibits representing
contemporary industry.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Observe a presentatiow.on how industry
"employs decisionpmaking in its operations.

2. Participate in student presentations on
planning and decision making as related tO
their selected group project.

3. Plan for the assembly of group displays,
publications, and exhibits.

.4. Make working drawings of group processr.t.
groject industries.

(
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TASK # 10

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Modern Industry
(Process/Project Industries)

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Construction Phase

1TASK: Establish Standards for Group Exp ctation
_

Levels.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: List standards for the .

assembly of group projects, presentations, and
publications for a'particular class.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Discuss standards utilized in industry.
2. Establish standards for group project

construction incluLng size, cost; tools
used, materials used, electrical and
mechanical usage, time, etc.

3. Establish standards for student presenta-
tions including format, length, etc.

4. Establish standards,for composition of
publications including size, format,
graphic representations, design, etc.

5. List all standards for student expectation
levels.

A my



TASK # 11

AREA OF ETENCE: Modern Industry
(Pr cess/Project Indu8trie8)4

CONTENT/ NCEPT: Construction Phase

TAS . Develop Skill in Constructing a Representation
of Contemporary Industry.

.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Demonstrate skill in
constructing a representation of a contemporary
industry following establislied class criteria.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. DISCUSS laboratory safety procedures.
2. Develop skill in the safe use of tools

and machines needed to construct representa
tions of contemporary industry.

3. Develop skill in fastening practices
needed to construct representations of
contemporary industry.

4. Develop skill in finishing practices -

needed to construct representations of
contemporary industry.

5. Construct representations of contemporary
industry.



TASK 0 12

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Modern Industry
(Process/Prolecj Industries)

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Construction iliase

TASK: Develop Skill in Preparing Group Presentatiods
on Contemporary Industries.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Demonstrate skill in
preparing group presentations of a contemporary
industry following established ctass criterion
and including the organization of a modern
industry, the factors affecting growth and
development of the industry, the contributions
of the industry, recent developments in the
industry, the processes of the industry, the
produCts of the industry and their impact on
society and problems confronting the-industry.PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

a. Observe a presentation on the contents of
a group report fof a contemporary industry,

2. View samples of exemplary group presenta-
tions of contemporary industry.

i. Prepare a group presentation on.a
contemporary industry including the above
topics.
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TASK # 13-

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Modern Industry
(Process/Project Industries)

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Construction Phase

TASK: Develop Skill in Preparing Group Displays on
Contemporary Industries.

CRITEttION REFERENCED MEASURE: Demonstrate skill in
combining projects, illustrations, samples,
and narrative information into a display on
contemporary industry.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Observe a presentation on the construction
of a display.

2. View examples of exemplary displays.
3. Construct a display represeriting a

contemporary industry including projects,
illustrations, samples, and narrative
information.
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TASK # 14

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Modern Industry
(Process/Project industries)

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Construction Phase

TASK: Develop Skill in Preparing 2roup Publications
on Contemporary Industries.

CRITERION REF14-CED MEASURE: Demonstrate skill in
composing group publications on a selected
contemeOrary industry following established
class criteria including, but not limited to,
public.Lklations posters and announcements,
one/twt Page brochures deScribing the industry.
and printed and photographic items describing
the industry.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1: Observe a presentation on the
composition of group publications related
to contemporary industry.

2. View examples,of exemplary group project
publications.

3. Compose and print publications representing
group process/project industries.



TASK f 15

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Modtrn Industry-
.(Process/Project Industries)

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Construction Phase

TASK: Develop Skill in Preparing Public Exhibits
dn Contemporary Industries.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Demonstrate akill in
preparing publid exhibits (outside of scho61)
on contemporary industries.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Observe a presentation on the value of
community exhibits.

2. View txemplary community exhIbits
representing contemporary industry.

3. Assemble a public exhibit of a group,
process/project industry.



TASK # 16

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Modern Industry
(Process/Pro)ect Industries)

bONTENT/CONEPT: Seminar Phase

TASK: Develop an Awareness of ehe EffeCts that
Con emporary industry has upon People and.
Societies.

CRITERION'REFERENCED MEASURE: Describe the effects
that modern industry_has had on people and
societfes by partict011ing in seminar
discussions.

c'

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Participaie in a seminar as moderators,
timekeepers, presenters, listeners, and
evaluatorg.

2.: Critique seminar presentations.
3. Offer consultations and solptions to

, problems presented in seminars. ,

4. Discuss the effects that process/project
industries have.had on people and
societies.

.
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TASK f 17

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Modern Industry
(Production Industries)

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Introduction

z

TASK: Describe the Line Production Approach to the
Study of Contempuary Industry.

CRITERION REFERENCED-MEASURE: List. pufpose of ihe
line production approach to the,study of
contemporary industries as the study of
volume producing industries in depth.'

V

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Discuss the line-production approach.
2. Discuss the purpose of line-production.
3. Observe resulfs of line production

industries.
A
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-TASK 0 18

AREA-OF COMPETENCE% Modern Industry
(Product16n Industries)

CONTENT/CONCEPT Selection of a Product

TASK: Establish Criterth for the Selection of a
Product.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: tist'criteria for t'lle
, selection of a,line-production product includ-

.ing:

1. Ability to produce.,
2. Involving a series of steps (processes and

assemblies),
3. Utilizing jigs and fixtures,
4. Saleability.* and

5. Social acceptance.

PERFORMANCE GUIDESr" "

I.

1. Observe a presentati mon criteria for the cpL,

selection of a line-p oduction product.
2. Contribute to a class discussion on the

selection of a line-production prOduct.
3. List criteria,for the class selection of-a

line production product.,

11
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TASK # 19

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Modern Industry
(Production Industries)

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Selection of a Product

rTASK: Select a Product fotl Line Production.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Sele'ct a product using
the line-prbduction approach and criteria
established by the class. .

OP

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:
1

1. Discuss the democratic process of selection.
2. Brainstorm,ideas for possible line pro-

duction products.
3. Bring in ideas for,possible'linel.productOn-

products.
4. Use established criteria.and democratically

select a line-production product.'

6
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TAK I 20

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Modern industry
(Produetion In(jUstries)

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Management

TASK: Organize and Finance an Eriterprise,

*

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Organize and finance a
line-firoduction-enterprise includlng the name
of the company, number of itema.to be produced,
and.financing policies.

PERFORMANCE GU/DES:

1. Observe a presentation on,organizing a
line-Production enterprise.

,2. Vote on a company name.
3. Design a company trademark.
4. Observe a presentation on financing a

.
line-production enterprise.

. 5. Determin,f a method of finance for,an

enterprise.
6. Design and print stock cereificates.

7. Determine democratically the number of
products to be producdd.

8. Participate in the sale of stock.

9. Discuss and establish a break even
point for3coduction.

z



TASK # 21

AREAOF COMPETENCE: 'Modern Industry
(Production Industries)

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Managemelt

tASKr Establish Personnel Requirements and Functions
for Line Production.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: List and describe the
personnel requireffients including easks, jobs,
and responsibilities needed to produce a

, given product.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Observe a presentation on industrial
.personnel requirements.ipcluding tasks,
jdbs, and responsibilities.

2. IdgItify those personnel requirements
needed to produce a selected produce.

3. Establish a board of direCtors for a
line-production eilIerprise.



TASK # 22

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Modern Industry
(Production Industries)

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Management

TASK: Develop a Personnel Organization Plan for a
Company.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Structure a personnel

chart for a given company.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Observe a presentation on tlfe purpose of

organization charts.
2. View examples,of sample organization

charts.

31 Construct an inchistrial organizational
chart for a line-production enterprise.
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TASK 0 23

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Modern Industry
(Production Industries)

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Management

TASK: Select Roles to be Played in the Study of a

Line-Producing Industry.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Ident,ity and dribe
abilities associated with particular oc a-'

tions in a line-producing industry.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Observe a presentation on work,modds or 4

styles (conventional, creative, Investiga-
tive, enterprising, mechanical, and
social) for industrial occivations.

2. Select students to assume roles in the
established organizational chart for a
line-production enterprise.

4.

-



TASK f 24

AREA OF CCMPETENCE . Modern industry
(Production Industries)

CON:iENT/CONCEFT: Mariogement

TASK: IV)le-Play an Occupation in a Line Producing
Industry.

CRITERIO REFERENCED MEASURE; Role play selected
ccupations of a line producing ind.ustry

ingluding using resources, tools, and
materials to produce products, presentations;
displays, and Publications.

PERFORMANCE GUIDESL.

1. Participate in simulation exercises
related to industrial occupations.

s 2. Patticipate as industrixl workers in
the manufacture of line-production
moducts and the assembly of presents-

displAys, and ptaniEations.

1
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TASK 0 2.5

AREA OF COMPETENCE; Modern Industry
(Production Industries)

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Management

TASK: Develop Skill in Planning for the Line-
Production of a Product.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Demonstrate skill in
planning and decision making in the line
production of products and the assembly of
presentations, displays, and publications.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Observe a presentation on how induqtry
employs planning in its operations.
,Participate in student presentations on
planning and decision making as related
to their selected line-production product.'

3. Plan for the assembly of presentations,
displays, and publication's.



TASK # 26

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Modern Industry
(Production Industries)

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Production

TASK: Develop Skill in Designing a Line-Production
Product.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Dmonstrate skill in
designing including establishing?objectives,
preliminary sketches, cardboard models,
mock-ups, prototypes,,, and testing.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Observe a presentation on designing
production products.

2. Establish design obWtives for a selected'
line production product.

3. Develop prelim4nary sketches for a
selected line production product.

4. Develop working drawings of a line-produc-,
tiOn product.

5. Develop models or mock7ups of line
production products.

6. Develop a prototype of a selected line-
production product.

7. Test the prototype of a line production
product.
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,TASK f 27

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Modern Industry
(Production Industries)

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Production

TASK: Develop Skill in Tooling-Up for the Line-
Production of a Product.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Demonstrate skill ih
tooling-up for line production including
mdking production flow charts, schedules,
establiih'the production line, constructing
jigs and fixtures; ordering materials and
equipment, selecting,employees for jobs,
training emploirees, and conducting a trial
run.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1- Observe presentations on tooling-up for
production.

2. Construct flow charts for a selected line
production product.

3. Develop schedules for line-production
products.

4. Design and establish the line-production
assembly line.

5. Design and delielop all jigs and fixtures
needed for the line-production of a selected
product.

6. Order needed materials and equipment for
the line production of a selected product.

7. Assign employees to line-production jobs.
8. Train employees for line-production jobs.
9. Condbct a trial run.
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TASK # 28,

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Modern Industry
(Production Tndustries)

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Production

TASK: Develop Skill in the Production of a Line
Produced Product.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Demonstrate skill in
producing line production products.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Participate in the line production of a
.selected product:

2. Establish quality control standards.
3. Conduct ttsting devices.
4. EValuafe productiOn practlice.
5. Make nedessary production changes

(workers2 equipment, etc-).
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TASK # 29

. AREA OF COMPETENGE: Modern Industry
(ProductijnlIndustries)

04

CONONT/CONCEPT: Production

TASK: Develop Skill in.theestribution of a
Line-Production Product.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Demonstrate skill in
.the distribution qf products including
packaging, advertiaing, and selling.

Ir

PERFORMANCE GU/DES:

1, Observe a presentatifzn on distributipn
of line-production products:.

P. Design packages for products.
3. Advertise products.
4: Sell products.
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TASK # 30

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Modern Industry
(Production Industries)

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Production

e,

TASKS Develop Skill in Liquidating an Enterprise.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Demonstrate skill in

liquidating an enterprise including
settling financial accounts and'dissolving
the enterprise.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Observe a psesentation on liquidating
an enterprise.

2. Settle all financial accounts of the en-
terprise including paying dividends and
bills.

3. Close the enterprise.

6 7
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TASK # 31

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Modern Indus,
(Production Industries).

gONTENT/CONCEPT: Instructional Presentation

TASK: Develop Skill in Preparing Presentations on
Line-Production Activities.

CRITERION REFERENCED,MEASURE: Demonstrate skill in
preparing a.group presentation on a line
production industry

4

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Plan a presentation on individual
assignmenls relating to the liner-produc-
.tion enterprise.

2. Give.presentations relating to the
l'ine-production industry.
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TASK 0 32

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Modern Industry
(Production Industries).

CONTENT/CONCEPT: tnstruclional Presentat4on
.11F

TASK: Devep Skill in Constructing Displays on,
Line-Production'Companies.

'CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Demonstrate-skill in
preparing a display on production industries%

a I

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

A

1.s. Observe a presentation on the construction
of a display.

2. .Aritw examples of exemplary displays.
pg... 3. Construct a.display represeneing a line

production produCt including sample
products, illustrations, and narrative.
'inf9rmation.

I ,

4.
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TASK # 33

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Modern Industry
(Production Industries)

.

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Instructional Presentations

TASK: Develop Skill in Composing Publications op
Aine-Production Companles.'

). CRITERION REFER1NCED MEASURE: Dempnstrate skill in..
composing publications on line-production
enterprisest.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

,.'

1. Observe a presentation on the;sompo61t
'of publications relei.ted to a line-pro
enterprise.

1 .

2% Vi.T%7 examples of exiimp1a* line-lprMuction

3,

enterprise..publicatior'
. , .

Compose and prinr13ub icatiOns representing
line production 1ndut3trieS.

tlon

Yi4
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TASK # 34

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Modern Indugtry,
(Production Industries)

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Seminar

TASK: Develo an Awareness of the EffectaNShat
Line-Production Industries have on People and'
Societies.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Describe the effects
that line production industries have had on .

people and societies. \

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Discuss,the results of .your line-
production enterprises.

41 2. Discuss the effects that line-production
industries have had on people and
societies.

IM

1
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AREA OF COMPETENCE:

TAS1-#. A.T.A.S.A.

Mode n Industry

CONTENT/CONCEPT: In Class InduStrial Arts Student
Association

TASK: Participatic,n (involvement) in a democratic,
organization with activities using course
content.

CRITERION RrERENCED MEASURE: Participate with other
students in organized activities using industrial
resources, leadership or followership, service or
enterprise projects and recognition for workman-
shIp.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Organize class into personnel system for
democratic decision making and leader/

ylower developmento4
2. Invite,speakers to class and use resources of

industry and technology from the-community.
3. Carry out worthy group activities'and projects

to improve or'serve school or community.
4. Operate an enterprise system to produce item

of economic value.
5. Encourage conpetition in areas of course to

motivate and recognize achievement.

NOTE: These performance guides are expanded in '

the publication titled Studenr Associarion.
Activities in Industrial Arts Initrtiction__

avaiiable.from the Industrial Arts Service,
Virginia Department of Education, lichmonA,
Virginia 23216. 0

I A.*
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INTRODUCTION

Tn the summer of 1977, The Industrial Arts
Curriculum K-12 Was introduced. This plan outlined

.

the preferred courses, course sequences, and purposes
which should be addressed in Virginia industrial arts
prog?hms. However, the model curriculum plan did not
establish exact knowledge, skills, and attitudes
which all learners should possess as they exit
particular programs.

8 The purpose of the following competency catalog
of tasks is to establish a basis for program content
selection and criterion levels from which one may
peasure to see if Individual learners have achieved
a minimal level of competence through study in a par-1
ticular course. In this manner a means'to improve
education and its accountability to citizenry can be
designed based upon the identification and attainment
of prespectfied outcomes for the industrial arts
content area. ,Atthough this catalog is designed and
presented in a .sequenciai order of task statements,
it does not mean that it must be structured into
local programs in this order. Individual instructors
may choose to restructure the sequence of cbmpetency
tasks to meet local needs.

In preparing this catalog considerable research
. and validation was undertaken to specify those minimal
tasks which every learner enrollingt in the course should
be able to perform. The eormat of this and other
catalogs includes the following areas: area of com-
petence, content/conceph, task, criterion referenced
measure, and performance guides. The area of compe-
tence identifies the industrial arts course for which
the particular task was prepared. Content/concept'
identifies the sub-area with which the particular task
is associated. The task A.; the knowledge, skills or
attitudes which the learner should possess after
instruction in the industrial arts class. Criteyion
references theasures.are means to identify if the
learner can successfully perform.the stated task ald
finally, performance guides are sub-tasks which lead to
the development of the knowledge., skills and attitudes



identified in the'tasks. These areas are illustrated
in Table 1. -It should be noted that performance
objectives have been omitted from the catalogs of
tasks. ykls was done to allow indtvidual instructors
to devefrop 'objectives-they see necessary to meet the
local learning.environment.

In Table 2 is-identified the location of this
course in the total program of industtjal arts for
Virginia. Other competency catalogs are contained in
this publication and theiremaining catalogs may be
obtained from the Industrial Afts Education Service,
Division of Vocational Educaeion, Department of
Education, P.O. Bmc 6Q, Richmond, Virginia 23,216.

mseRTPTT,N

ARE A 01 COMPE It NU Idootito-, inthittrial arts t ottrNt.. for whit h the
01.1,1,,,,txtA,k0,1,0fvuored

CON PO CONCE l' I Ilion' lilt, !he .,1,1'-,11(,1 whit h tht

I AS K Etent die% Ow 4 flovflettkit, 0,1 I 15 ,/ Whit II he leartiet shOttlif
,1111+1 iiiipht'ttii iIii,Iflit hoc, m the itop,trial iit, lass.

CR I I E RION 'REF LRENCED MEASURE I he memo-, to nietitif 11 the leampt
t ui sot t ev.toity petIorto the stated tttk ,

PERT ORMANCE GUIDES Iffetitthes soh -taqs whit h lead to thts develonlitent
of the knowledue, ind attitudes identified Ui (fie tasks .
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COURSE DESCRIPTION:

CONSTRUCTION

Course Code
8431 (36 weeks)
8432 (18 weeks)

Students design, build and test scale models
structures. Students work with projects that help them
to understand the jobs of architects, carpenters,
electricians, plumbers, surveyors, contracts masons,
design engineers and a variety of other cons. 4 ction
careers.

COURSE GOALS:

Experiences and activitie-S of this INDUSTRIAL-ARTS
course will enable student o:

1.1 identify and describe the functions of manage:
ment technology as it relates to the conStruction
,of a project on a site.

1.2 recognize and cite evidence, of the effects of
construction technology on society.

..1.3 demonstrate a basic knowledge of the variety of
career opportunities and job requirements in the
.construction industry.

2.1 demonstrate a. basic proficiency in the safe
handling of tools and techniques used in the
construction industry.

2.2 apply principles of planning and design
consideratfons of materials to prepare wikaking
drawings.



2.1 solve meaningful.; problems and relate the.problem
solving procesqs to other in-school problematic
situations.

3.1 exhibit a posiitive attitude toward safe working
conditions and practices while using tools and
materials.

A

1.2, express positive opinions concerning the
influence of the construction.industry on
society.

3.3 .demonstrate an understanding and appreciation of
the value of worV in one's life.

SUGGESTED TOPICAL OUTLINE:

**I. Managing Construction
A. Beginning the Project
B. Designing and engineering construction

projects.
C. Selecting a builder

**TT. Applying Technology,to People
,A. Working as a contractor
B. Collective bargaining
C. Hiring construction personnel
D. Training and educating for construction.
F. Working conditions
F. Advancing,in construction

'G. Handling grievances
H. Mediating and arbitrating
I. Striking

TIT. Construction Produgtion Technology
A. ..Site preparatiob
B. Setting foundations
C. Building superstructures
D. Tnstlilling utilities
E. Enclbsing frained superstructures

//



F. Finish the project
C. Complettn the site
H. Servicing be property

TV. The industrial Arts Student Association:
Construction Projects in the Community.

** Tncluded in 36-week course

So



TASK # 1

AREA OF COMPETENCE:. Construction

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Studying Construction Technology

TASK: Identify Industry as onP Pari of Economic
Tvchnology.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Describe how technology
helps to lead to the development of an .

economic system.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. State why people specialize in their
work.

2. Develop a written report on how tech-
nology and specialization have had an
impact upon your standord of living.44

3. Name three examples of materials which
are:

a. extracted
b. reproduced -

c. constructed
d. manufactured



AREA OF COMPETENCE: Construction

41.1

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Studying Constrwction Technology
.i0

TASK: Explain why Construction is a Managed
Production System.

CRITERION REFERENCED, MEASURE: Name the,main functions .

of management,_personnel and reproduction.'
technology in'cludingr planning, organizing,
and controlling; hiringtraining, and advance-.
ment; and preprocessing, processina, and pott-

,\,
proCessing,

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:
-

4

1

I. Define construction technology.
',. Identify the tirree main functiOns

of. management (planp4.g, o ganizing, and
controlling).

3. ldenxify tie three main funptio s Of
\

11

personnel ( iring, training, adv cementY._
4. Identify the.three mainjunctions o

.

pfoductiOn (prekrocessing, processing, ,

and post-pyocessfngl.k.
5. View a film on the construction industry ,

and observe the management, persmnnel,
and prodnction p"ractices.

6. Listen to a gust speaker froin the
construction induitry. .,

7. visit a nearby-constructiim bite.

SI)4.,
u

:
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TASK# 3

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Con.structio,n

CONTENT/CONCEPT;

TAS,

al;

Beginning the Construction,Projeft

Iderilify,the .(rnc6l glements in Determining
the Need for a,Construction Project.

'CRITERION,REFERENCED MEASURE:jie.ah le t(1 list and ex-
plain, the eerms initiator, feasibility, and

.c research As they- relate to deci to
4 build or not to build.

1

;'Air

RERFORMANCLGUIDES:

4 ..:

, aI;

r: Attend g publiC IIIA'ing;CJinsidetirN
:construction p oject.

.s ,.. ..-

conduct a.fe siblity study of a preippsed%
r

4
building p e.., .. ,.

. .

,

3. Gather a pertaining to a building ..

site.

,
,4. -Complete written.and reading avignments,'
5. Collect and anabize newapaperlippings. ....

.
-: periaining to a ..conaructitnlioject..,.!
,-

. .1,
.7-)

tt ,

.4..

"
,

' vt

?:" !

r

"t4

\
A

c!' . '

''

1`:

" , A. '
- -,-

...

;

v

; . ii ,-k
'..,'..-.. ''
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TAW # 4

AREA OF COMpETENCE: Construction

CONTEN*CONCEPT: tianeuing,construction

4 ,TASK: Descrtbe Developme*tal St9ps Necessary for
1 Beginning a Projut,

, , A

1.,

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE Vlist and describe an Y-
orderly sequerice necessary for'the beginning
of i projectincluding a description of

fea01.15ility study, research, and
e

:decision to build. -

.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Read given assignments.
2. 'Learn wha.t is necessary to' build a

project such as resesrch, -feastbility

study, initiator,,etC.-
3. Given a pro ect to build develop a plan

of "proceW .

"IP

*

o
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TASK # 5 f.

AREA 011' COMPETENCE: Consttvction

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Site 4eleCtion

TASK: Discuss the Major Pinancial Criterra
Associated with Selecting.a,Building Site.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Describe and relate
the 'following criteria when considering a
building *516ite: (1) Cost of construction,
(2) cost of operation, and (3) cost per 'unit
of production.'

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Read asstgnments on site selection.
2. Define site. 7'

3. Describe the following factors
considered in site selection: (1) raw

440material
availabilyy, (2) labor,

(3) climate, (4) physical characteristics,
(5) transportation, (6)

(7) community environment, and (8) land
restiictions.

4. Select a.project and develop a table of
tate feasibility pctors using the-ebdve
censi4peations.
Devèl4 a list.of costs associated with
,site selections;

I



TASK # 6

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Construction

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Managing Construction

6

TASK: Discuss Factors Involved when Buying Real
Estate.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Identify and explain
eac.11 of the following terms associated with
buying real estate: boundariesq improvements,
natural features, easements, encroachments,
right of way and condemnatton..

AL
PERFORMANE GUIDES:

1 . List4n .to instructor's lecttire concerning
factors when buying real estate.

2. Name the kincts of information recorded
'on a deed for a building,

3. Explain why accurate measuremeht is
essential in surveying.

4. Explain each of the followtng terms:
boundaries, lmprbvements, natural features,
condemnation, easements, and ene,roachment

they*ela'te to,buying real pshate.
5. ,Listen to.hrguest speaker In real estate

in the-local community., ,

6. Complete forms.assoCiated with selling
and acs4rfng real estate in the.local
ccimmunitY (i.e. _listing agreement,
ApAichaseisales contract, or insurance
Jorms).

SC"



TASK # 7

OF COMPETENCE:' fronstruction

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Surveying and Mapping

TASK: Descrihe the Steps used in tlle Process
oi .1iurveying and Mapping.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: List 'wind expgain the
Following steps in surveying and mapping:

414. (1) researching existing monuments, (2) finding
new locations and elevations, (3) plotting
data, find (4) making maps Ad drawings.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

I Read assignments on surveying and
mapping.

List.the natural feat,pres that may have
existing on your school ilicperty.

3. Define the following terril:. survey
parttes,- bench maker, topographic mdp,
elevatiot, triangulation, vertical control,
horizorital control, grid and contour.

4. De'velop a draw/ing using information-'
from elevatioris Using either the grid,

4(systeli) or .contours.
5. Conduct-a tttle search of,property in

the locAl community'.
- 6. COAUct a,Thysical and piper survey

o .,
-,Fof a selected site..

-

:(..:) '-4-f .
, cl 1

....

-,....

7.
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TASK # 8

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Construction

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Managiht Construction

*

TASK: Outline)the Architectural Desigm Procea
Condidering the Major Criteria Associated
with Site Selection.

ORITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: neve op a site plan
for various construction fl,ojects in a community
to include homes, businesses, road ways and
super highways qnd identify the criteria
associated with site selection for earh
ipcluaing feasibility study:, criteria for

1.4 selecting site, and eelection by management.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1.. Develop a list of major site considerations.
2. Explain the relationship of various

conatruction)projects to the above
criteria.

3. Develop designs and/or modelscompatable
;with the criteria for site seleteion.

,4



TASK # '9

.AREA OF COMPETENCE: Construction

CONTENT/CONFEPT: Managing Construction

TASK: Identify tte Nittl4ous Jobs Available Within an
Architectursl Firm.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Develop a list of the
career occupations available in an architectural '

firm. .

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

.
1. Identify and defAne the various careers

and occupaXions ip an architectural firm
suCh as dr.aftsmen, designers, surveyors,

.etc. ,

2. Select an occupation and develop A research
paper containing information.to.present
to he class.

3.. Listen to a represeatStive from a local
,arch,it'ectural firm.



TASK # 10

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Construction

...CONTENT/CONtEPT. Soil Test'ing

TASK: Identify Soil Properties

CRITERIOil REFERENCED URE: Describe hOW The soil
in yoil colimunit may affect the following:

(1) water supply,, (2) building foundations,

(1) basements or roddways, (5)-drainage,

and (6) plant growth.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Read given.a*stgnments.
2. -Analyze local soil samples for clay

sand,-and water absorption.

3. Test two soIl samples of clay and sand to

find out if excavation facing is needed.
4 Analyze the soil strengths of clay and

sand.

5. Become familiar with the jdentification
and classification olymarious soils.

9()

. 4



TASK.#, 11

AREA OF.COMPETENCE: Construction

CONTENT/CONCEPT': Production Technology

TASK: Describe Methods of Soil Modification.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Recall, identify emd
explain the following means of soil
modification: dewatering, compaction and
mixing.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. asten to instructor's lecture
describing"the following measures for
soil modification: .dewatering, compaction
and mixidg.

. Cite examples withia_xpeur cominupity of
the above means of soil modification.

3. Become'familiarith the various methods
of soil modification%

"



TASK # 12

AREA OF COMPETENCE:- ConstructioA

CONTENTN1NCEPT: Managing Construction

TASK: Discuss Site Location Factors When Considering
Where to Build.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASUREr Describe site l ocation
factors of natural energy sources, transporta-
tion, raw materials, climate, schools, churches,
and shopping facilities when considering where
to build.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

4

1 Given a project to build and different
locations, choose the best location when
considering the factors of natural
energy sources, available transportation,
supply of raw materials, and area climate
(take into account materials used).

2.. Discuss construction techniques that
might be used in building construction
Trojects (constder past community projects).

3. Develop a tabll of site feasibility
factors.

mils,.

9 '1



TASK 0 13

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Construction

CONTENT/CONCEPT: ProdUction Technologi Working
Drawings

. TASK: Name the types of Working Drawings &ceded to
Explain the Layout ,and Construction Details
of Projects.:

CRITERION RFFERENCED MEASURE: Develop a working drAw-
ing of a construction project to scale.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

,

1. Participate in discussion concerning
working drawings.

2. State two reasons why working drawings
must be dimensioned as well as drawn to
scale.

3. Given the,design rqquirements for a
structure, driw the foundation plan to
scale,and dimension tile drawing.

4. Develop a_building plan for a house that
is'to be qccupied by an average size
Camily in your community.

5. Develop plans,that 'could.be used'for a

commeraal or industrial builiding in'
,

your community.

.93



TASK # 14

AREA OF cOMPETENCE: Construction

A

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Prciduction Technology - Introduction

to Drawing

TASK: Developing Isometric Drawings.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Develop different multi-
view drawings df construction projects.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

J. Listen to instructor's introduction Of

lesson pertaining to working drawings.
2. Given drawing equipment develop

different multiview drawings'using
prescribed techniques.

3. Observe professilonal blueprints of your
school and home.

4. ReCall and practice procedures when
developing-models-or drawing.

5. 'Collect and display_ different types of
working drawings.



N
. TAse, .15

AREA OF COMPETENCE: constructip
-

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Applying Technology to Pepple

TASK: Identify Major Responsibilities of--a
Contractor.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Identify and discuss
the requtrements associated with becoming a

general contractor including advertising,
receiving bids, opening bids, awarding
contracts, bonding, agreement, anfl notice.
to proceed.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1.. Discuss the significance of decisipns
that a contractor may make.

2. Listen td the instructor's lecture-
explaining why ethic's are'important to
a contractor.

,
3. Identify ehe procedure for obtaining

a contractor's license. :

4. Describe contractor responsibili 1.es 4nd
liabilfHes, both moral and le tb
consumers%

5. .Inyestigate local licencing req irements
and take exams necessary to bec e
licensed.



-

TASK f 16

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Construction.

*

cON1ENT/CoN6034.Applying Technology to People

'TASK: ExaMine the Work of a Subcontractor.
di.

CRITERION REFEEENW MEASURE; Aimlyze the responsibili-
.ties and. work 'roles associatea with being a,,
subcontractOr.

FERFOR/IANat.UIDES:

NN*
, -.1. Listen I'lk.the instructor's lecture

explaining he work of a sqbcontractor,
2. Compile a lis of-re;ponsibilities a

subcdntractor-m ht have on e iander
contract. \

I
3. Analyze and deAcrAe some of.,the

problem associateCwith P.Insg'sa Wub-
contractor.



TASK I 17.

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Construction

CONTENT1CONCEPT: Applying Technology to People

TASK: Identify the Related Careers and Occupations
in Construction.

CRITERION,REFIRENCED MEASURE: Describe the duties of
workers in Che occupations in constructIon.

, .-. , i

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

,
1. Identify an4)define the' varibus,careers
4 6

, .

and octupations in.construction such as
carpentry, Ommber, mas&4 electrician, etc.

2. ,Develop a list of occupations ip
construction noting.salary, education
and fringe benefits. .

. Identify and make arhipiements for-a guest
speaker (could 8e connected to career
day)1

.9 'ay
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TASK f 18

AREA OF COMPETENCE: COnstruction

,

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Production Iechnology
General Contracting Organization

TASK: Define thft'Funttion of.a General
,Contracting Company.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Describe the work
roles'of officials and worker's fn a

P
general contracting company.

PERFORMANCE'GUIDES:

1: List officers and dutieb.
.2. Make contracts and subcontract4 and

complete work.
3. Define goals of construction

companies.
4.. Visit A company and list worklrok3s of.

.people in the company.
5. Participatein extra/co curricular.

'construction. projects.
6. PaIrticipate in local, state, national.

. events relat'd to club activities.
7. Become members of local contracting

, organization,,attend meeting, and report
t

9-8



TASK #

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Construction ,/

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Production Technology
I.

.
#

. TASK: -Compile a Liattof Common Sites Clearing
Practiceaj '

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE; List and describe
some of the common site clearing practices .
used in industry inelpding demolishizg,
salvagidg, cutting, Fuming, earth moving,
Ond disposing.

,1

4 PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Determine what is meant by site factors.
12. Study as-many site Clearing praceices

as possible such as demolishing and
salvaging.

3. Describe t e elements effecting the
- serection of clearing methods.

4. Participate in a field,trip to a local ,

site.

#

..%
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TASK I 20

AREA OF COMPETENCE: CorstruCtion

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Production Technorogy

TASK: Describe the Methods of Earthmoving.

CRIERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Identify and des$ribe
the following methods of earthmoving including-
'excavfiting, trenching, dredging,,and tunnel,
bulkpTt, and vertical excavating.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES::

1 1.' Define thebterm earthmoving.
2. List and describe thelfollowing methods

of excavating land: Venching, dredginil
tunneling, and bulkpit and vertical.
ex-cavation.

A
3. Locate and observ4 fates which are being \ t

cleared by one of' the Treceeding_methods..

A



TASK # 21

AREA Op COMPETENCE: constructfon

CONTENt/CONCEPT; Labor Unions in Construction

TASK: Describe Major Unions Associated.with the
Construction Industry and Explain their
Effect on the Constqiction Industry.

.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Identify local union
chayters, their relationship to.national
prganttations, and explaln their goals and.
objectives.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

%a.

I. Compare and contrast the working
sftuation of organized and non-organized
labor in construction industry.

2. Explain the advantage and disadvantiges of
becoming a member of/or staying out of
unions.

3. Listen to a lecture on organized fabor and.
.its effect on corNtruction and develop a
position paper.

4. Identify the percent of local labor
affiliated with and not,affiliated with
unions.

5. Explain how unions workOto protect the mem-
bers of their organization.

§. Role play,various p ases of union/manage-
ment relationships itch as grievances,
collective bargain ng, ald strikes'.

,



TASK.ii

AREA OF COMiETENCE: Construction

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Governmental Regulation.of the
Construction Industry.

TASK: Describe the effect of OSHA and Environmental
Impaci Studies.

CRITERION REFERENCE6 MEASURE: Explain the meaning
and impact of OSHA standards and environmental
impact studies on the Gonstruction industry.

1

PERFORMANCE GUiiS:

4

1. Lisfen to a representative of various
agencies and develop a list of major :

concerns about safety And the environmental
issues.

2. View a film or visii a site and identify
the effect of staildards on the work
being conducted.
Develop a sinario of what may happen with-
out regulation in safety and environmental

.impact.'
4. Visit a site and develop an environmental

impact.study.

102 *-?



'ASR # 23

AEA OF COMP*TENCE: ConstruCtion

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Procluction,Technology

I-
cASK1 Describe the Various.Types of Foundations.

CRITERION REFERENCED\MEASURE: Identify and explain
the, following)types of foundations: continuo
-graae beam,'st)read, and mat foundatitInsf

a

-PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

. '1. Read assignments on foundations.
2. dite exaeples of the following'

foundations: continuous, grade beam,
spread, and mat- foundations.

3.. Develop diagrams of a foundation fabe4ing
all parts.

, A. State reasons for selecting a particular,
fouticlation over another wheh Constr4cting
A project.

5. Identify the common materials used to
construct moat foundations.,

i 3

s,



A TISK 0 24

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Construction

CONTENT/CONCEPT: klomenclature of Carpenters Tools

TASK: Identify the.Common Toolh Associated with the
Carpentry Occupation.

a

CRITE4ION REFERiNCED MEASURE: Define the common tools
used in residential houst construction and list'
the safe uae of each.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. View a film on house construction and
present an analysis of the kinds of
toola used and methods used,

2. Aftdr a ldcture/demonstration, se14.t
and use carpentersj.00ls to build a wood
frame dwelling.or model.

3. Visit a construction job site and list
the tools being used.

4. Developra display of tarpenters tools -

past and present.
5. Prepare a list of safety rules for tool

'usage.and post them in the class.

1.94
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TASK .25

AREA OF, COMPETENCE: Construction

CONTENT/CONCEPT:\ Safety

TASK: Explti4 the tmportance pf Safety Procedures
c.nd EXhibit such Procedures when Conductin
Labor#tory Activities.

CRITERION REFIRENCED MEASURE: Develop a list of
ten safety rules related to construction
technology.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Learn the rules of'conduct and general
safety involving machines.

.2. Pass written safety test.
3. Prpficiency tbsts on the Operation of

machines and equipment. '
, .

4. Sompile a li.st of reasons why safety is
ii4ortant in any work area.

.

z

a

1 5
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.TASK# 26

n
AREkOF COMPETENO: Construction

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Production Technology - Vbotings
and Foundlitions.

N,
,

TASK: Deastrate how to Proceed in Settins a
,Footing and Foilndation..

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Performthe proper
sequence for semting a foundation.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES: ,
1. State reasons for the production of

foundations.
2. Identify the parts of a foundation arid

describe'their function.
3. Obsterve.instructor"demonstratiRp/lefture'

on foundations and footings%
4: Constiuct a model footing foundation under

'the. instrdttor'a.supervision.



TASK 0 27

. AREA OF COMPETENCE: Construction

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Building Forms

TASK: 8entify Concret

CRIWION REFERENCED MEASURE: Identify concrete
surfaces that were shaped uAing various
forms and explain if these wep foundation
formakor forms for a superpt cture.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

'sr 1. Read Assignment on.building forms.
2. 'Observe teacher demo7ation on

building forms.
3. Participate in a group activity on build-

ing a footing form and a footing base.
4. LaWiaitthe above model form.

5. Identlfy conAete surfaces that were
!Awed agalnst forms.

1 0



TASK # 28

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Gi)nstruction

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Production Technology - Buljding
Superstructures

TASk: Recognize Steel, Coporete,.and Wooden Frames.
V,

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Compare.the advantages.
and disadvantages of stoel, concrete 'and

, wooden frames In building supOtteetiicturefi.7

-

PERFORMANCE GU/DES:

*-
1. Give reaAsins why wee framling is used for

structures such am homes.
2. List some adVantages of. using precalt

concrete shapes and give reasons why more..
. .or less precast struc.tural members will

be used in rhe future.'
3, Compare the advantages of steel framed'

superstructures
4, Build forms for making concrete:frames.

A(
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TASK 0 29

AREA OF CIOM4TENCE: ConStruction
. .

,"

V,

'CONTENT/CONCEPT: Superstruetures-

TASK: Identify the Component parts of a Residentir
'Superstructure.

sir

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Identify and list the
following Component parts of a residential
superstructure joists, headers. subfloor,
bottom plata, tuds,..top plate, double plate,
sill, rafters, 'gussets, and ridge,boardl

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. ,Read assignment s,on superstructure

compontnts.
.2 Participate in discussion on superst ruc-

.

tures,
3. Construct a model of a wall section.
4. %el ehe above model wall section.

1 99.



TASK # 30

AREA-OF COMPETENCE: Con s t rUC t ion
%

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Production Technology 7 Utility
Services

TAK: Identify ttilitk6g Services.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Examine and explain
the following utility services: water, waste'
disposal, electricity, gas and communications.

40.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Rea4 assignments on installing Utilities.
2. Listen to the instructors,description of -

the various utility services
incorporated in7573u,D s6hool.'

3. Given,the term utility systems, define
the.concept. 1

4. Name what utilities service your home
and name other'utilities which are used in
your community.

1

5. Describe the impotiance an4 function of
'utility servicei your local region

, for private, perst al and public pse.

1 1.0
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TASK # 31

' AREA OF COMPETENCE:--Constructidn

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Production Technology Wiring
Systems a

TASK:. Describe Electrical Power Systems in -

. Residential, Industrial and Commercial'
Buildings.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Develop a4model.wiring
system as pay be used in a industrial,
residential or commercial structure.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Read Assignment on electrical power
systems.

2. Learn the coMponents of the outside and
inside construction electrical power
systems.

3. Dtmonstrate how a Structure is prepared
for wiring.

.

., 4. Explain the installation.and utilization
of electrical power.systems.

5. Design a wiring system for a selected
structure.

6. Install a wiring system in a model-
structure.

II I



TASK.# 32,

AEA OF COMPETENCE: Constt:juction

dr

CONTENT/CONCEPT: "Production,TechnologyV- Pipeline

TASK: Exiimine the ProceClure. in Installing Piping
Systems.

CRITERION REFERENeED MEASURE1 List and ekplain *the
_following apects assootated with the installa-
tion of a piptng system: personnel, recordA,;
earth working, assembling, and setting lines. .

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Name two pipeline systems in your
community.

2'. Analyze the major steps in installation
of a piping system from personnel to
setting lInes.

3. Develop afile or display that. visualbi
,...laktp.tcts the installation of a piping

. system.

./ 1



TASk # 33

.
AREA OF COMPETENCE: Censtruction,

) %

-I"
.

.

CONTENT/CONCEPT: 'ProduCtion Technology Plumbing

TASK: 'Identify Malor Kinds of4.Plumbing Systems.

. CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: List and describe the
usages of plumbing 'systems including.fresh
wate

1

, hot.water, water for fire protection,
gase *

, and sewage. ,

PERFORMANCE GUIDEg:

NaMe two separate Wing systema requirld
for most structures.

2. List four materials carried thrbugh
plumbing systems.

3. Obierve teacher demonstration on.how
vs,piPe is cut and threaded for use in

plumbing a structurei
4. Perform the instructor's demonstration in

cutting, joining, fnd assembling pipe.

113



TASK # 34

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Construetion
.

Co:* gT/CONCEIT:. Production Technology utllity
Distribution

TASK:- Identify Utility Distribution NetworkS.'
-4

'CRITERION REFERENCED SUFI: Describe and classify
_Jthe following utility d1stribution networks:
duct.ing, pipipg,

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Listen to,instructor's lecture on
. utility distribution networks..

2. Discuss how utility systems distribute
materials and energy from one structure
to another.

3. Discuss how mattrials and energy.;;,, -

. carried by utilities can be comfertedki
into other forms.

4. Cite examples of.the following dIstribution
network: ducting,'-piping and wiring. ,

5. Expkiin the importance of codes whew .

k Selecting materials nd installing these
,

N., Ostems.

114



TASK # 35

AREA,OF,COMPETENCE: Construclion

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Production Teehnology - Drainage

TASK: Identify the Component Parts of.a Drainage
% System.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Expla n the following
major component parts of stom and sanitary
drainaFe`systems: vents, tr/iys, cleanouts,
and interceptors.

IPERFOKRAOCE GUMS :

1.' Read gpfen assignments on drainage
systems,.

2. Define the following parts of a drainage
` system:

1.. vents
2. trays'
3. -cleanouts
4. interceptors

3. Develop'or draw a model drainage system.

1-
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TASK\ 0 36

AREA OF COMPETENCE Construction

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Proauction TechnolOgy Electrical, ,

Careers

. .

s
TASK: Evaluate the Related gareers and OccupaCions

.

in a Eliectric Utility Company.
(

CRITERION REFEREkED MEATE: identify career
.

occup/Itions-available in a,electric company
and evaluate their potential on skill required,
salary, and working codditiong. .

1

-t

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Identify and define the various
careers and occupations in a electric
company Alch as: engineers, contractors,
craftsmen, linemen and wiremen.

2. Observe lectures, interviews, job
surveys, and media sources on careers and \N,

'oocupations in electric utility company.
3. Evaluate/your information to arrive.at a

conclusfoh on selected jobs.
4. Listen to guet speaker from local,

electric com any.
5. Gather liter ture from newspapers.and

other sources, that dealswith careers.in
the electric company and present a summary
to the class.

I.
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TASK # 37

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Constructipn
N.

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Productio ,echnolOg* Solar
'Energy

TASK: Describe the Component Parts of Active and
er fa&k7ve4Solar SysteMs.

4

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Define ttv terms active
and passive polar systems and list the
advantages/disadvantnes of each.

_ u .

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. .Conduct research regarding the use and
application of active and passive solar
syktems in the construction industry.

2. Develop working models. pf each system
and conduct experiments regarding
performance and efficiency.,

3. Develop lists of structgral requirements,
insulation requirements, and advantages!:
disadvantages of active/passive solar
systems.

I %
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TASK # 38

'fAREA OF COMPETENCE-:\ Construction

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Oroduction Technol9gy 4 Floor
Coverings

,TASK: List Types of Materials.used for nooring.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Identify at least five
different flooring materials used in
construction.

A

PERFORMANCE QUIDES:

1. Name the materita used to cover tthe
floor in your shop laboratory an)ol tell
why it is the same or different than
flooiing material in rooms in your own
home. I.

2. -Listen to instructor lecture on
various flooring materials and adhesives.

3. Identify at least five different flooring
matetials.

4. Install floor coverings (i.e. tae,
wood, carpet, etc.) as part of a laboratory
aCtivity.

I S
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TASK 0 39

AREA OF'COMPETENCF: Construction

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Production Technology - Insulation

TASK: Explain the Term Insulation.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Define insulation and'.
compile a list of the various types of
insulation used in industry today.

4

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

NI%

1. Define insulation.
2. Study as many types of insulation

used in the construction industry., \
3. Compile a list of the various types'of

insulation.
4. Look up the "R" rating for several

building materials and write some
conclusion regarding their effectiveness
as insulhtion.

5. 'Develop a demonstration model to show
the effect of vailous insulations on
conduction, conttion ihd radiation.

.219



7ASK # 40

\411EA OF COMPETENCE: Construction

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Production Technology Electrical
Accessories

TASK: DescriEe the Installation of Electrical
Accessories.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Demonstrate skill in
installing electrical accessories that are needed
in a superstructure inCluding receptacles,
switches, and lights.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. .Name the various electrical accessories

4 installed4n a superstructure.
2.- Observe instructor's lecture/demonstration

for installing electrical fixtures.
3. Follow the procedures demonstrated to

install receptacles, a switch; and a light.



TASK # 41

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Constxuttion

CONTENtCONCEPT: Prodperion Technology NaturA
Energy Sources

TASK: Compare and Contrast Construction Techniques
in Utili7Ang Natvral Energy SOurces,

CRITERION REFERENCED' MEASUAE: Analyze construction
techniques and develop concluslons on their
effectiveness in using To:it-al energy efficiently
in residential and commercial buildings.

PERFORMANCE GU/DES:
, )

1. Listen to the instructor's lecture

describing the differences between
construction techniques.

2. Record the amount of efficiency of each
technique.

3. List conclusions in comparing the
-efficiency of the above techniques.

4. Discuss-the importanCe'Of location and
orientation to maximize the.effect of
natural energy'sources.

121



TASK # 42'

AREA OF,COMPETENCE: Construction'

4CONTENT/CONCEPT: ProliaMi'Technology Complking

WorksItes ,

TASK: identiv Activtties Associated with Completing

the Work Site. :

1.

CRITERION-REFERENCED MEASURE: Develop a brief report'

oh the aCtivities associated with completing

a' work site including trimming, painting,

installing accessories and rElpd scaping to

obeain a certificate of occupancy.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Read given assignments'.
2. Study the finishing stages of a work

I .

site.

3. Develop a written report (50 words

minimum) on the activities associated

with completing a work sitp such as

landscaping.
4_ ,Learn the pvposes for site.completion.

. 5. List several tasks that hgd to be done

to finish a local construction,project
in'order to get a certificate of

occupancy.
6. Describetwo examples of finishing

pr ticea associated with completing a.

sidential, commercial, or 'industrial

, work sit
1.9 9
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TASK # 43

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Construction\ 4 '

CONTENT/CONCEPT: groduction Technology - Post
Processing

'TASK: Describe the term Post Processing.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Become familiar wit
the praCtices involved in post processing
as they relate io servicing and maintenance
of,a construction project.

4

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:
AI 4,

1. Learn the practices df servicing a
product.

2. Be-able to define Post processing.
3. Familliarize yourself with post processing

practices as they relate to your home.
4. Develop a display diet depicts various

activities assOciated with post processir
servicing/maintaining a completed
construction project.

4
4



TASK f 44

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Construction

CONTENT/CONCEPT:- Applying Technology a People

1

TASK: Iaent.ify the Major Divisions of ConAtruction
Occupations.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Ecamine the three major
'division's of construction occupations including
a) structural trades, b) finishini trades, and
c) mechanical trades.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Identify various occuliations in each-of
the following divisions:(1) structural
trades, (2) finishing trades, and (3)
mechanical tvides.

2. .Discuss the various occupations in each
of these divisions.

3. Select one (or more) occupations and
prepare a follow-up report.

e
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TASK # A.I.A.S.A.

AREA OF COMPETENCE:' ConNtrlvt!cal

CONTENT/CONCEpT: In Class Industrial Arts Student
Association

TASK: Participatim (involvement) in a derrocretfc
organization with activities using course
content.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Participate with other
students in organized activities using industrial
resources, leadership or.followership, service or
enterprise prolects and recognition for workman-
ship.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

I. Organize class into personnel system for
aemocratic decision making and leader/
follower develdOment.

2. Invite speakers to class and use resources of
industry agd technology fr.om the community.

3. Carry'out worthy group activities and projects
to,improve or serve school or community.

4. Operate an enterprise system to produce item
of economic value.

5. Encourage competition in areas of course to
'motivate and recognize achievement.

NOTE: These performance guides are expanded in
/

the puolication titled Student Association
Activities in Industrial Arts Instruction
available from tlle Industrial Arts Service,
Virginia Deportment of Education, Richmond,
Virginia 23216.

1 25
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INTRODUCTION

In the summer of 1977, The Industrial ArtS
Curriculum K-12 was introduced. This plan outlined
the preferred courses, course sequences, and purposes
which should he addressed in Virginia industrial arts
programs. However, the model curriculum plan did not
establish exact knowledge, skills, and attitudes
which all learners should possess as they exit
particular programs.

. The purpose of the following competency catalog
of tasks is to establish a: basis for program content
selection and criterion levels from which one may

4

measure to dee if individual learners have achievedie,
a minimal level of competence through study in a par-
ticular course. In this manner a means to improve
education and'its ai7countabillty to citizenry can be
designed based_upon the identification and attainment
Of prespecified outcomes for the industrial arts
content area. Although this catalog is designed and
presented in a sequencial order of task statements,
'it does not mean that it must be structured into
focal programs in this order. 4ndividual instructors
mayhchoose to restructure the sequence of competency
tasks to meet local needs.

In his catalo'g considerable research
and validation wa, undertaken to specify those miniMal
tasks which evety learner enrolling in the course should,
be able to perform. The format of this and other
catalogs includes the following areas:. area of com-
petence, content/concept, task, criterion referenced
measure, and performance guides. The area of cOMpe-
tence -identifies the industrial arts course for which
the particular,task was prepared. Content/concept

, idenpfies the sub-area with which the particular task
is associated.- The task is the knowledge, skills or
attitudes which the learner should possess after
instruction..in the industrial arts class. Criterion

i references measurea are Means to identify if the
. leat4ner can successfully perform the.stated task and
finaliy, performance guides are sub-tasks which lead
the development of the knowledge, skills and attitud



identified in the tasks. These areas are illustrated
in Table 1. It should be noted that performance
objectives have been omitted frdm the catalogs of
tasks. This was done to allow individual instructors
to develop objectives they see nepessary tO meet the
local learning environment.

In Table 2 16 Iden.tified the location of this
course in the total program of'industrial arts.for
Virginia. Other competency catalogs are contained in
this publieation and the remaining catalogs may be
obtained,from the Industrial Arts Education Service,
Division of Vocational Education, Department of
Education, P.O. Box 6Q, Richmond, Virginia 23216. .

FORt4AT DESCRIPTION

AREA Of COMPETENCE klentilles the'industrial arts course for which the
Pamir tl tar task was prepared.

CONTENT 'CONCEPT Identifies The suli-area which the partn olio task is
assocoted

TASK Identifies the knowledw, or attitudes which the learner should
possess after completiou instruction pi the industrial arts cISss .

1

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE The means to identify II the learner
can successfUlly Perform the stated task ,

PERFORM kfentifieAuG-tasks which lead to the development
Ills, and attitudes identified in the tasks.

TABLE I
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COURSE DEWRIPTION:

MANUFACTURING

Course Code
8425 (36 weeks)
8426 (18 weeks)

-

Students organize and operate a manufacturing
company to eXplore careers and work habits typical of
the American industry's free enterprise system.
Students make projects ot products in the 'company'
yhich can be sold. Students experience the work of
planners, designers, engineers, machide operators,
personnel managers and a variqty of other manufacturing
careers.

COURSE COAL'S:

Experiences and activities of this INDUSTRIAL ARTS
course will enable the student to:

.1.1 describe the need for tooling in massimnufacturing.

1.2 identify the different methods of separating,
forming, 'machining, assembling and finishing
materials.

1.3 exhibit basic knowle#ge of career opportunities in
the manufacturing inaustry.

2.1 apply measurement systems used in de manufacture
of a product.

iot

2.2 use a managed production system to prodPe a
.product.

2.3 perform the basic skills in several areas of
manufacturing.



3.1 relate the necessity of selling, distributing,
(*- and servicing a manufactured-product.

3.2 plan wisely before producing goods and services.

A

3.3 relate the necessity for a variety of jobs in the
manufacturing industry.

SUGCESTED TOPICAL OUTLINE:

I. . Introduction to Manufacturing

JI. . Manufacturing Managemenc Technology
A. Identify Consumer Demands
B. Research and Developing
C. Designing Manufactured Goods
D. Three-dimensional models
E. Engingering the Product
F. Planning Production
C. Measuring Work
H. Production Control

III. Manufacturing Personnel Technology

IV. The Enterprise

**V. Industrial Inputs
A. .Materials
B. Energy

**VI. Industrial_Processes
A. Forming
B. Separating
C. Combining

**VII. Distribution and Servicing

** Included in 36 Week Course

132



TASK 1 1

' AREA OF COMPETENCE:' Manufacturing

CONTENTICONCEPT: Introduction to Manufacturing

TASK: Demonstrate an Understanding of Technology..

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: List seve al definitions
of technology as related to contem orary industry.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Read the text assignment.
2. 01?serve the class presentations.,_
3. Take part in class discussions:.
4. List all definitions in the dictionary.
S. Check an encyclopedia for other definitions.
6. Write student's own definition.

L33



TASK 0 2

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Introduction to Mancufacturing

TASK: Demonstrste an Understanding of the Evolution of
.Manufacturing.

.CRTTERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Describe the evolbeion of
manufacttring during the following stages of
history Greek and Roman Empires, the middle
ages, the renaissance, the industrial revolution,
and contemporary society.

PERFORMANCE GUIDgS: .

.1. Read the %text assignment.
2. Observe the class presentations.
3. List some of fhe earliest kinds of skill

and knowledge.
4. Describe the industrial revolution.
5. Describe the Renaissance.
6. ' Describe the middle ages and the spread

. of technology from that period.
7. Participate in class discussions.,
8. 'Construct evoluiion chart.
9. Partiftpate in a simple, primitive

manufacturing process.
10. Vlsit a museum%

1 31



TASK # 3

.0K
AREA OF.COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTiNT/CONCEPT: Introduction to Manufacturing

TASK: Demonstrate an Understanding of the Relationship
of the Economic System to the Manufacturing
System.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: DeScribe the economic
aystem and its relationship to the manufacturing
system including -.input, process, output,
natural resources,'human resources; finance,
capital,-ehergy, knowledge, management practices,
1)roducllon practicesio ahd personnel practiAs.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Read the text assignment.
2. Observe the class presentation.
3. Describe supply and demand.
4. List the inputs to manufacturing.
5. Describe the ihree manufacturing processes.
6. Participate in class discussions.
7. Develop a graph of the G.N.P. for the last

five years.
S. Locate on a map where major deposits of

natural resources are located in the world-
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TASK # 4

AREA OF COMPETENCE,: Manufact6ing

4.

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Manufacturi6g Technology

TASK: Demonstrate an Understanding of the Broad Spectruli
of Manufacviring Technology.,

CRITERION REFERENCED_MEASURE: List hnd describe the
elements of management technology including -

planning, organiziffg, controlling, production
technology, preprOcesaing, prcicessing, post-
processing, personnel technology, hiring,
training, working, advancing, and retiring.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Read the text-assignment.
2. 'Observe the class pre.sentations.
3. Make lists of, the three kinds of manufScturing

technology.
4. . Participate in class discusSions'.

1 36



TASK #

,

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Management Technology

TASK! Demonstrate an Understanding of Mana emttnt
Stages. -

REFERENCED MEASURE: List ,and di uss thll
six stages of management including identify1g,
desiFning and engineering, planning, tooling up,
gtting inputs, and setting up for production.

P.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Read the text assignments.
2. Observe the class presentations.
3, Participate in the class discussions.
4. Write out definitions of the siA stages of N

management.
5. Develop kshort paper displaying th progress-

ion of th stages of managbment.

.06
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TASK # 6

AREA OF COMPETENCE:. Manufacturing
.

4

CONTENT/CONCEPT: ManagementrechnorOgy

"TASK:,Demonstrate an Understanding of the Occupational
Leve.ls of Industrial Management. '

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Deribe the occupational
levels of management usually found ip industry
includly the president, vice president,
general/manager, personnel directoro factory
manager, general foreman, foreman, land various

'wol.kerp.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:
40,

'1. Read the text assignment.
2. Observe ths.ltlass presentations.
3.. Participate in'the dta-as discussions.

. 4.- -Write.out definitions of the levels of.,
management.
Participata.in .role playing activities..
related to the many levels of management.

6.. Discuss training, salaries, and responsibili-
ties of various levels of industrial manage-.
ment. ,

13
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TASK # 7

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

C6NTENT/CONCEPT: MAnagement Technology

TASK: Demonstrate an Understanding of the Different
types of Organization, Ownership, 90 Profit
Taking Found in Manufacturing enterprises.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Define proprietorship,
partnership, and corporation and give the
advantages and disadvantages of.them in terms of
legal responsibility, profit distribution,
personnel structure differences, and stocks.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

0
l. Re 1 'the text assignment.
2: 0 serlt, the class presentations.
3. Participate in the class discussions.
4. Write definitions of proprietorship,

partnership, and corporation.
5. Make a list of.the advantages and dis-

advantages of the different iypes of
oWnership. ,.

6. Set up a mock corporation, and compare it
to the other types of ownership.

a
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TASK it 8

.AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Identifying Consumer Demands

TASK: Develop Skill in Identifying Consumer Demands.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Demonstrate skill in
identifying consumer demands including retrieving
and describing information about market potential,
population groups, trends, preferences,
competition, and volume.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Read the text assignment.
2. Observe the class presentations.
3. Participate in the clas's discussions.
4. List marketing plan elements.
5. List consumer demand entities.
6, Conduct a sample market survey.

14o



TASK # 9

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Researching and Developing

TASK: Demonstrate an Understanding oi Research and.
Development.

CRITERION REF4ENCED MEASURE: Demonstrate an under7
standing of researching-and developing in
terms of retrieving, describing, experimenting,
designing, and engineering.

PEiFORMANCE GUIDES: St'

1. Read the text assignment.
2. Observe the glass presentations.
3. Participate in class discussions.
4. List and describe the elements of

researcging.
5. List and describe the elements of

developing.
6. Research information needed to menufagture

a-selected product.



.TASK # 10

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing.

.-CONTENT/CONCEPT: Designing Manufactiffed Goods

TASK: Demonstrate an Understanding of'Designing.

CgITERIOJ REFERENCED MEASURE: Describe product design-
1 ing procedures in terms of concepts, function,

bosic form and dimensions, refinements,\,
producibility, rendering, models, and drawings:

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Read the text assignment.
2. Observe the clAse presentations. 4

3. Participate in the class discussions.
4. Practice making sketches and drawings._
5. Inspect and critique the design of several

manufactured goods.

,$



TASK # 11

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/ NtEPT: Three-Rimensional Models

4
VW I

TASK: Develop Skill in Making Three-Dimensioal
Models.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Demonstrate kil1 in
making mock-upe. including a paste-up, an
appearance mock-iip, and a hard mock-up.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Read the text assignment.
2. Observe the class presentations.
3. Participate in class discubsions.
4. Practice making mock-upS.
5. List the uses for mock-ups.
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TASK 0 12

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Engineering the Product

TASK: Develop an Understanding of Product Engineering
Processes.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: .Demonstrate an understand-
ing of the product engineeri(Ig processes including
designing power elements, mechanical assemblies,
and other interior parts and making working
drawings, building prototypes, composing
technical writings and illustrations

PERFORZA GUIDES:

1. Read the tet assignment.
2. Observe the class presentations.

-3. Participate in class discussions.
4. Practice making drawings of power elements.

and mechanical assemblies.
5. Practice technical wTiting and illustrating.



TASK # 13

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: The Prototype

TASK: Demonstrate an 'Understanding vf the Prototype.

CRITERION 'REFERENCED MEASURE: Define prototype, and
discuss the testing of the.prototype, the need
for a prototyPe, field testing the prototype,
and preproduction planning.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

S.

1. Read the text assignment.
2. Observe the class presentations.
3. 'Participate in class ascssions.
4. Practice making a prototype.
5. Use the prototype production information

in preproduction planning.
6. Test a prototype.

tr.
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TASK

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Planning Processes

TASK: Demonstrate an Understanding of Planning
Processes,

CRITERION ,REFERENCED MEASURE: Describe the plInning
processes including - listing processes and
operations, choosing work stations, analyzing
work flow, and analyzing operation methods.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

LTh

1. Reid the text assignment.
2. Observe the class presentations.
3. Participate in class discussions.
4. List the people who do the planning.
5. Set up An assembly line to produce a

product.

1 1(3



TASK # 15

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Planning Production

TASK: Acquire'an Understanding of Production Planning
Occupations.

CRIMION REFERENCED MEASURE: Define production planning
including manufacturing engineer, indulstrial
engineer, process engineer, methods engineer,
tool engineer, and work measurement engineer.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Read the te.xt assignment.
2. ObserVe the class presentations.
3. Participate in the class discussions.
4. Make a list of the various engineers and

describe their function.
5. participate in a mock planning.session..

1,4



TASK #. 16

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Automation

TA-ETDefine Automation in Relation to Manufacturing.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Define automation
including - mechanical devices, manual labor,
mechanization controlling, programmed automation,
increase pro uction 'capacity, reduce waste,
improve working conditions, improve distribution,
and reduction in costs.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Read the text assignment.
2. Observe the class presentations.
3. Participate in class discussions.
4. List reasons for automation.
5. List principles of automation including

feedback, machine handling, program
control, and data processing.

6. View movies on automation,



TASK # 17

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Tooling-Up for Production

TASK: Define T oling-Up.

.CRITERION RE RENCED MEASURE: Describe the four major
engfte ring jobs in tooling-up including
1. ,Deciding what machines, equipment, and tools

will be needed.
2. Choosing and orderi n* 11 standard machine

tools-and. equipme4.
3. Designing and ordering any machines, tools,

and equipment which must be specially made.
.4. Supervising the installation of'machines and

6 equipment, start up, and trial run of productic
PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Read the text assignment.
2. Observe the class presentations.

'3. Take part in class discurions.
4.. Using catalogs, simulate pricing and ordering

'machines for manufacturing a,product of your
choice.

5. Plan the layout of a manufacturing laboratory
for a productionifUn.

9
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TASK # 18

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Jigs iuld Fixtures

. TASK: Develop Skill, in Constructing Jigs and Fixtures.
A

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Demonstrate skill in
constructing jigs and fixtures pr produCtion
products.)

11/

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Read the,text assignment.
2. Observe class presentations.
3. Take pirt in class discussions.

` 4. Design and construct%a jig or,fixture.
5. practice,using jigs and fixtures in an

assembly line production.

, 15



TASK'# 19

'AREA OeCOMPETENCE: Manufacturing

.CONTENT/CONCEPT: M44suT1ng Vork

TASK: Develop Skilf. in Measuring Work.
;

;

4C'R1TERION REFERENCED.MEASURE: "i4scribe work mea urement
in riiation to man fime, machine Utile, tas
performance.methodst time study,analysis, ti

\- and motion s,tudy VrorIc meaShtement analysis,_,
oPerAtororeliVf, down time, and incentive)._

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Read the text Assipment. ,

2. Observe the cla.ss presentatiAs.
3. l'rticipate in the claSs discus4ions. .

4. Ex:actice making time studies and analys,is.
5. Practice making work meaureitlent'anlysis

4

. by observing elapsed time and work don4
.during ,(loading, 41nloadiplg, 'assembling,

. adjusting, inspectlbg, movIng) a production
dine process.

7
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TASK 0 20

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT4CONCEPT: Estfmating Co:Its

L_ TASK: DeVelop,Skill in Estimating Costs.

CRITERION REFERENCED: MEASURE:i: Demonstrate skill in

estimating.costs including consideration of
materals, direct labor, overhead and profit.

PEQRMANCE GUIDiS;

Read the text assfgnment.
2. Observe .class presyntations..

3. Participate in cla.0 discussions..
4. PracticCestimating'costs, for a production

line process..
5, List the costs foy the.Rroduction line

process. incl4ding materials, labor,.-profit
and.overhead*ct as coWof superVAsion,
taxes, equiptent, deOrecteeion,jnitOction,
sales, utilities and Fophet factorS:

6. Estimate the cost of 4anufacturing a
product of your chbice.

OP

'
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TASK # '21

AREk OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

r-

CONTENT/CONCEPT! Production Control

TASK: Demonstrate an Understanding of Production
Control.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Describe production
control including - ordering, routing, scheduling,
and dispatching and records of performance,
performance comparison, corrective action, flow
production, order production and bath, block,
load, and special project production.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Read the text assignment.
2. Observe class.presentations.
3.. Participate in class discussions. 4

4: 'List types of production.
5. ,List controlling measures.
6. Make a graph or a line scale of production

control.
7. Participate in exercises involving batch,

block, and load productiOn.

5 3



TASK # 22

AREA OF COIMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Quality Contror

TASK: Demonstrate qn UnderstaMing of Quality Control.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Describe quality contror
in,terms of sanipling, directing, monitoring,
inspwing, testing, reporting, and correcting.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Read the text assignment. '

2. Observe the class presentation.
3. Atrticipate in class discussions.
4. Design quality control means'for a

production line.
5. Practice quality .control activities during a

production line operation.

15 4
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'TASK i 23

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Designing and Engineering the Plant

TASK: Demonstrate an Understanding of Designing and
Engineering a Plant. <

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Describe the ste-ps to be
taken in designing and engineering ;tplant
including problem identification, preliminary
ideas, refinement and analysis of site, function,
structure, and cost.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Read the text assignment.
2. Obserle the class presentations.
3. Participate in class discussions.
4. Practice making charts, graphs, diagrams

ancr..,s0ematics and.group presentations
on p1snCdestiL--

5. PractiC*.preparing working drawings and
specifications of plant layouts.

15



TASK # 24

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing.

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Accident Prevention

TASK: Develop Skill in Accident Prevention Programs.

-CRITERION- REFERENCED MEASURE: DemQnstrate-skill in.
establishing an accident prevention program
including establishing 'safpty program,
educating employees, engineering safety into
operations and equipment, enforcing safety
programs, periodic inspection, and'systematically
reporting all accidents.

nfteow!..

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Read the text assignment.
'2. Observe clats presentations.
3. Participate in clasé discussions.
A. List some safety equipment.
5. List some safety procedures. ^

6. Make safety posters.
7. Prepare a bulletin'board of safety gutdes.

slogans, or posters and pictures.

.1



TASK # 25

4.

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

'CONTENT/CONCEPT: Supplying Equipment and Materials

TASK: Demonstrate an Understanding of Supplying
Equipment arid Materials.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: .Describe the problems in
supplying equipment and materials including
the right-materiar, the right quality, the
right quantity, the right price, the right
place, and the right time.

"PER.FORMIANCE GUIDES:,

1. Read 'the tixt assignment.
2. Observe the class presentations.
3.. Take part in the class discussions.
4, list methods of purchasing'. ,
5. Describe i 0-purchasing procedure.
6 Draw a moc manuacturing floor plan, And

show 40 materials routing p1an.-
7. 'Order tatirials fOr a production run.

- 1 5 7



TASK # 26

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Datil Processing

CFASK: Cain an Awareness ofAata Processing.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Describe the four basic
functions of data processing in manufacturing
including recording, classifying,- calculating,

and summdrizing.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

I. Read the text assignment.
2. Observe the class presentations. .

3. Take part in class.discussions.
4. List the lour basic functions'of data

processing..

5. List occupations in data Proceasing.
6. View a film on data processing.,



TASK 1 27

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Computer Operation

TASK: Cain an Understanding of Computer Operation.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Describe computer
operation including - programming (identifying,
flowcharting, writing), input forms (cards,
tapes), central processing (control, memory,
arithmetic, logic), and dutput form (printed
page, cards,. tapes).

PERFORMANCE 'GUIDES:

1. Read the text assignment.
2. Observe the class presentations.
3. Take part in class discussions.
4. Identify some comPuter programming symbpls:
5. .Punch a computer card hy hand and have it

run on a local comhuter if possible.

MM
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TASK # 28

AREA OF COMPETENCE: M#nufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Personnel Techmology

TASK: Demonstrate an Understanding of Personnel
Technology.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Describe the stages of ,

personnel technology including hiring, training,
working; advancing, and retiring,

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

I. Read the text assignment.
2. Observe the class presentations.
3; Take part in class discussions.
4. Describe hiring practices such as recruiting,

selectihg, :Ind inducting.
5. Describe training prvtices such as on-the-job

training, vestibule schools, apprenticeship,
classroom training, cooperative training, and
supervisor training.

6. Describe the processes of working, advancing,
and retiring personnel.

7. Describe labor and collective bargaining.
8. Have a guest speaker on personnel technology

as related to a manufactuving firm.

16f)



TASK.# 29

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: The Enterprise

TASK: Develop Skill in Establishing a MaiW-Production
Enterprise.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Demonstrate skill in
establishing a mass production enterprise
including organizing and financing, product
design, tooling-4, production, distribution,
and liquidation.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. .Read the text assignment.
2. Observe the class presentations.
3. Participate in,class discussions:'
4. Organize an enterprise.

eirnance on enterprise. 1

6. Yesign'a marketable product.
7. Tool-up for production.
8. Produce the product.
9. Sell the product.

10. Dissolve the company.

LSI



TASK # 30

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

tONTitT/CONCEPT: Reproducible Raw Materials

TASK: Demonstrate an Understanding of Reproducible'Raw-
Materials.

CRITERION REklIENCED MEASURE: Describe reproducible
raw materials including - source (plants and
animals), need for conservation, securing crops,
securing livestock products, and securing fish
and marine life.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

4

'

1. Read the text assignment.
2. Observe the class presentations.

3. Take part-in class discussions.
4. 'List by-products of slaughtering.
5. List methods of taking marine life
6. Describe conservation methods.
7. Construct a-bulletin board on reproducible

raw materials.

16,2



-,) # 31

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Extracting Raw Materials

TASK: Demonstrate an Understanding of Extracting Raw

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Describe methods of
eAractiq raw materials including drilling,
surface mining, and underground mining.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES

1. Read the text assignment.
2, Observe the class presentations'.
3. Take part in class discussims.
4. Lisi classes of' mineral resourcee.
5. List extcaction methods.
6. View film on extraction techniques.

163



TASK #

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Energy from Nature

v

.

1ASK: CAin an Understanding of Natural Energy Sources.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Describe Methods of
'harnessing natures energy including - mechanical,
radiant, chemical, heat, electrical and nuclear
energies.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Read the text assignment.
2. Observe the class presentations.
3. Take pert in class discussions.
4. List the classes Qf energy.
5. List some'energy conversion methods.
6. Build Ei,Ndel of a natural energy sour

such as Adam, windmill, solar heati unit,
etc. .

4
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TASK # 33

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Processing Industrial Materials into
Standard Stock

TASK: pevelop an Understanditof the Processes InV1ved
in Processing Industrial Materials Anto Standard

, Stock. . °P
, .

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Describe the forming,
separating and combining processes including -
casting or molding, compressing or stretching',
conditioning, shearing, chip reMoving, mixing,
coating, bonding and mechanical fastening.

PERFORMONCE

1. Read the text assignment,
4c2, 'Observe the class presentations.

3. Take part in class discussions.
4. Practice forming methods.
5. Practice separating methods..
6. Practice combining methods.

0,14



AREA OF COMPETEVE:

TASK 1 34

d*

Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Casting

TASK: pevelop Skill in Casting.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Describe and demonstrate
the 'steps in -casting including (1) mold

produetiop, (2) metal preparation (melting),
(3)' pour material into mold,' (4) hardening, and
(5) alctract the casting.

1

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Read ,the'' text assignment .

2. Observe class demonstrattons and
presentations.

3. Take loart in class discussions.
k. Practice making castings.
5. List ways to prepare mateitals for casting.
6. List ways of introducing materials into

molds.
7. Li8t the types of motqt.

11
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TASK # 35

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Forming Processes

TASK: Develop Skill in.Forming Processes.

4

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Describe the following
forming operations: forging, extrusion, rolling,
drawing, corrugating, bending, spinning, wire
drawing, and stretch forming.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

4

dew

1. ,Read the text assignment.
2. Observe class presentations.
3. Take part in class discussions.
4. Describe extrusion, forging and vacuum forming-.
5. List some key words, such as forming,

yield point, deform, fracture point, cold
* forming, and recrystallization temperature.

6. Describe methods, other than machine tools,
used to provide forming forces.

7. Practice forming exercises.



ASK 0 36

AREA OF.COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Separating Practices

TASK: Develop Skill in Separating Practices.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Describe flame cutting,
chip removal, and shearing.

PERFORMAACE GUIDES:

1. Read the text assignment.
2. Observe the class presentations.
3. Take part in class discussions.
4. Describe the difference between chip

repoval and shearing.4
5. Pliacticp separating processes.



TASK # 37

AREA.OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Conditioning Processes

TASK: Develop Skill in Conditioning Processes.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Describe and demonstrate
conditioning processei including thermal

,

conditioning, mechanical deforming, and chemical
reactions.

PIRPORMANCE GUIDES:

1, lead thi text assignments.
2. Obssrve the class presentaiions.
3. Take part in class discussions.
4. Practice thrmalktonditioning, mechanical

deforming, and chemical reactions.

1 69



TASK # 38

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Other Separating Processes

4,

TASK: Acquire an Understanding of Separating Pro esses.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURA: Describe thermal er
chemical separating, electrochemfeal separating,
and induced-fracture separating.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. ,Read the Sext assignment.
2. Observe the class presentations. rk
3. Participate in class discussions.
4.. List and describe thermal', chemical,

electrochemical and induced fracture
separating.

5. Practice these separating processes.

..,1IMININJ



TASK 0 39

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

4

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Combining Components

TASK: Develop Skill in Combining Components.
8

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: P escribe amd demonstrate
mixing, coating, bonding, and mechanical
fastening.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES : '

1. Read the tex? assignment.
2. Observe the class presentations.
3. Take part in class discussions.
4. Practice mixing processes.
5. ,Practide coating processes,
6. Practice bonding processes.".
7. Practice mechanicil fastening.



TASK# 40

AREA OF COMPETTNCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCOT: combining Subassemblies

TASK: Demonstrate an Understanding of Combining

Subassemblies.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Describe combining
subassemblies including batch assembly and

continuous assembly.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Read the text assignment.

2. Observe the class presentations.

3. Take part in class discussions.

4. Describe when batch assembly is used.

5. Describe when continuous assembly is used.

6. Participate in exercises involving batch

assembly.

7. Participaie in exercises involving continuous

assembly.



.,TASK f 41

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Prepkring for Distribution

TASK: Demonstrate an Understanding of Preparing for
Distribution.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Descr e distribution
preparation including discussion o protection,
labeling, storing, and distribution.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Read the text assignment.
2. Observe the class presentations.
3. Take part in class discussions.
4. List reasons for protection.
5. List reasons for labeling.
6. List peopre involyed in shipping, wholesaling,

retailing, and consuAing.
7. Design packages for mass produced products.



\.

TASK # 42

AAA .OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: Servicing Products

TASK: Demonstrate an Understanding of Servicing

Manufactured Products.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Describe the servicing

of products in terms of installing, maintaining,

repairing, and altering them.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Read the text assignment.

2.. Observe the class presentations.

3. Participate in class discussions.

4. Descrik reasons for postprocesaing.

5. List.who does the postprocessing.

6. Practice servicing manufectured products.



TASK # A.I.A.S.A.

AREA OF COMPETENCE: Manufacturing

CONTENT/CONCEPT: In Class Industrial Arto Student
Association

TASK: Participation (invOIvement) in a democretic
organizatiOn with activities using course
content.

CRITERION REFERENCED MEASURE: Participate with other
students in organized activities using industrial
resources, leadership or followership, service or
enterprise projects and recognition for workman-
ship.

PERFORMANCE GUIDES:

1. Organize class into personnel system for
democratic decision making and leader/
follower development.

2. Invite speakers to class and use resovces of
industry and technology from the community.

3. Carry out worthy group activities and projects
to improve or serve school or community.

4, Operate an enterprise system to produce item
of economic value.

5. Encourage competition in areas of course to
motivate and recogilize achievement.

NOTE: These performance guides are e ended in
the publication \titled Student sociation
Activities in Industrial Arts In truction
available from the Industrial Arts Service,
Virginia Department of Education, Richmond,
Virginia 23216.
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